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Introduction
Although modern cars are constantly being improved with advanced driver assistance
systems and in–vehicle information systems, mortality on public roads do not tend to
decrease as some experts predicted. Contrariwise, the number of traffic accidents with
dramatic outcomes remains unacceptably high with 1.35 million people dying worldwide
annually. Not to mention significant effects on global economy due to the financial harm
from traffic accidents, it results in the 8th leading cause of death for people of all age, and
the 1st leading cause of death for children and young adults of the age of 5 – 29
(The International Traffic Safety Data and Analysis Group, 2018), (World Health
Organization, 2018).
The ground vehicle safety systems’ improvement is mainly obstructed with outdated
technology and deficiencies in infrastructure (Post, Motor–vehicle safety, 2014). A part
of it is occupied by lack of intelligent control algorithms and methods, because most of
the known problems in vehicle safety control are complex and ill–defined that require
several aspects to be considered simultaneously. To some degree the set point oriented
control systems (i.e. based on proportional–integral–derivative, sliding mode control,
H∞, etc.) often perform poorly or are not applicable at all in such complex and dynamic
disciplines as vehicle safety due to fundamental lack of robustness to varying
environmental conditions and human factor that always appear in transportation
systems. Nevertheless, research over the past decade shows a rapid development of
computational–intelligence–based control methods that brings up scientist into a new
era in controlling uncertain systems with lack of precise information. The computational
intelligence algorithms provide a rich and meaningful addition to standard logic for the
purpose of engineering control due to its capability to approximate qualitative aspect of
human reasoning and decision–making process (Jang, Sun, & Mizutani, 1997), (Passino &
Yurkovich, 1998), (Castillo O. , 2012).
The purpose of this research is to increase safety of the ground vehicles by providing
their high robustness to heavily changing environmental and human factors. New
intelligent vehicle safety management will result in the effective antilock braking system
with retained steerability, maximal braking force and energy recuperation of electric and
hybrid cars, what in turn decreases braking distance, fuel consumption and consequent
emissions. New intelligent safety function will essentially reduce the driver distraction
influence on driving quality, safety, humans’ life protection, and traffic accidents.
Therefore, this research is an influential on ground vehicle safety systems, which are
characterised by complicated human–machine–environment interaction, where two
fundamentally distinct safety systems, namely antilock braking system and driver
distraction detection and evaluation, are investigated simultaneously and designed
applying the same solutions, specifically computational intelligence algorithms. Lastly,
the research will help to achieve the European Union’s "Vision Zero" objective
(i.e. “to reduce road deaths to almost zero by 2050”) by advancing ground vehicle safety
systems (Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Commitee and the Commitee of the Regions, 2018).
The developed concepts and solutions will also contribute to European Union’s
sustainable development goals, Goal 3. Target 3.6: "By 2020, the halved number of global
deaths and injuries from road traffic accidents".
Up to now, management of such multi–input, multi–output human–machine systems
as vehicles met various challenges due to their essential complexity. Solutions of the car
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safety problems, the environmental safety problems, and the human safety problems
are conflicted with each other, what often results in impossibility for their combined
implementation. The main idea of the presented research is to merge these three groups
of problems together via the development of the universal methodology based on such
novel computational intelligence tools as fuzzy logic, machine learning, artificial neural
networks, and neuro–fuzzy systems. The first issue, which may be resolved by the offered
method, is to arrange the intelligent road surface recognition aiming to maximize the
antilock braking system force at full steerability, thus guaranteeing the overall vehicle
safety. On the other hand, by prioritizing the usage of the electric motors along with
introducing the blended braking and considering the battery state–of–charge,
the amount of recuperated energy can be raised considerably, hence ensuring the
environmental safety. At the same time, by predicting driver performance in multiple
distractive situations, the driver behaviour can be continuously identified with high
precision, thus enabling the human safety.
Hence, the following tasks are set:
1. Expansion of the artificial intelligent approach towards the safety in the
automotive sector.
2. Comparative study of the neuro–fuzzy and traditional binary logic
approaches in view of their robustness to heavily changing environmental
and human factors.
3. Research and development of a method for an antilock braking system
management aiming to recognize the road surface and to enable maximal
force during emergency braking manoeuvres.
4. Research and development of a torque blending strategy for an antilock
braking system, which enables maximal amount of recuperated energy
during emergency braking manoeuvres.
5. Research and development of a novel driver distraction detection and
evaluation methodology fitting the accurate distraction measurement and
evaluation of various secondary tasks.
6. Investigation and analysis of the model–based methods suitability for driver
modelling, and development of a novel method for driver performance
prediction.
7. Experimental validation of the designed methods.
The theoretical novelty achieved during the research are as follows:
1. Fuzzy logic control method for antilock braking system management with
road surface recognition, which maintains vehicle steerability and decreases
braking distance on heavily changeable surfaces.
2. Torque blending strategy for the antilock braking system, which ensures
remarkable energy recuperation capability at actively varying surfaces and
vehicle states.
3. Driver distraction detection and evaluation methodology based on the fuzzy
logic and machine learning combination, which allows for accurate detection
and precise measurement of driver distraction.
4. Research environment including the library of driver models, flexible
algorithms, and simulation tools intended for high quality prediction of
driver performance on different road segments.
The practical value obtained during the research are:
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1.

The antilock braking system with intelligent road surface estimation
providing braking distance decrease by 12% and 41% in comparison to the
conventional electro–hydraulic braking systems and the antilock–free
braking systems, respectively.
2. The blended braking module ensuring energy recuperation extension up to
10% (17 kJ) thanks to the new blending control strategy.
3. The experimental setup including the instruments for advanced
experimental investigation of driver distraction.
4. The software for analysis of driver distraction including recommendations
on safe and intuitive human–machine interface installation in ground vehicle
cockpit.
The results of the research are approbated via scientific publications, conferences,
symposiums, and workshops presentations. In total, during the Ph.D. studies the author
contributed to 22 publications related to the research and development of the ground
vehicle safety systems applying computational intelligence methods. Among them, five
works are the peer–reviewed journal publications, the rest are published in highly ranked
international conference or workshop proceedings. The dissertation is based on ten main
scientific publications attached to this edition, including four journals and six conference
papers presented at different IEEE international conferences and workshops.
The dissertation is logically divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the
state–of–the–art in development of computation–intelligence–based safety systems for
ground vehicles. The problem statement is also considered here. Chapter 2 is dedicated
to the description of the fuzzy–logic–based control method for blended antilock braking
system and to experimental verification in hardware–in–the–loop research environment.
Chapter 3 describes the method for driver distraction detection and evaluation together
with experimental verification in multiple driver–in–the–loop tests. Finally, the dissertation
is concluded in Chapter 4, where the future work is also proposed. Each chapter is divided
to clearly numbered and labelled subchapters and is summarized with a brief conclusion.
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Abbreviations
3D
ABS
ANN
CAN
CI
DD
DIL
EHB
EV
FB
FLC
HIL
HMI
IVIS
k–NN
MF
ML
MISO
PID
RB
SMC
SRM
ST
SUV
SVM
UOD

Three–dimensional
Antilock braking system
Artificial neural network
Controller area network
Computational intelligence
Driver distraction
Driver–in–the–loop
Electro–hydraulic brake
Electric vehicle
Friction braking
Fuzzy logic controller
Hardware–in–the–loop
Human–machine interface
In–vehicle information systems
k–nearest neighbour
Membership function
Machine learning
Multi–input, single–output
Proportional–integral–derivative
Regenerative braking
Sliding mode control
Switched reluctance motor
Secondary task
Sport utility vehicle
Support vector machine
Universe of discourse
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Terms
Artificial neural
network
Auditory
distraction mode
Biomechanical
distraction mode
Boolean1 logic
Brake blending
Classification
Classifier
Cognitive
distraction mode
Control surface
Crisp

Defuzzification
Driver
Driver distraction

Fuzzification
Fuzzy logic

Fuzzy logic
controller
Fuzzy rule
Fuzzy set

A mathematical model composed of a large number of
processing elements organized into layer.
Driver distraction caused by “taking ears off the road”.
Driver distraction caused by “taking hands off the road”.
Binary–type logic where any variable may have two values only:
true or false.
A process of utilizing dual braking system approach. True for the
regenerative braking system used in electric or hybrid vehicles.
A mathematical method to assign the input to one of the
classes.
A mathematical model conducting classification analysis.
Driver distraction caused by “taking mind off the road”.
A plot, which virtually presents how the controller output
depends on the inputs.
A collection of objects of any kind. In fuzzy set theory, it can be
considered as a specific type of the fuzzy set with a membership
function having the value of unity for the elements of the crisp
set and zero for others.
A process of converting a fuzzy set into a crisp output.
A person responsible for vehicle lateral and longitudinal control.
An activity performed by a driver that diverts attention away
from primary activity potentially leading to safe driving
performance degradation. It appears due to some event,
activity, object, or person within or outside the vehicle, which
compels or induces the driver’s shifting attention away from the
primary task.
A process of converting crisp inputs into fuzzy sets.
A system of logic operators defined by calculus of interaction
that attempts to construct a model for the various modes of
human reasoning, which are approximated rather than exact.
A control and regulation system which implies the methodology
of fuzzy logic.
A rule of the “If <antecedent1> and/or <antecedent2> … Then
<consequence>” structure.
A set of ordered pairs, consisting of an element of the universe
of discourse and the membership degree. The theory was firstly
introduced by professor Lotfi Zadeh2 in 1965.

1

George Boole (1815 – 1864) – an English mathematician, philosopher and logician.
Lotfi Aliasker Zadeh (1921 – 2017) – mathematician, computer scientist, electrical engineer,
artificial intelligence researcher and professor emeritus of computer science.
2
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Fuzzy singleton

Inference
mechanism
(engine)
Linguistic variable
Machine learning
Membership
degree
Membership
function
Modus ponens
PID controller

Plant
Prediction
Pre–process
Primary task
(activity)
Regression
Robustness
Rule base

Secondary task
(activity)
Sugeno’s3 type
inference
Training set
Universe of
discourse
Visual distraction
mode

3

A fuzzy set with a membership function that is unity in a
particular point on the universe of discourse and zero
everywhere else.
A process of mapping fuzzy inputs into fuzzy outputs by
applying the pertinent rules from the rule base.
A variable with a linguistic value that is a word of a word
sentence.
An adaptive mathematical mechanism that enables computer
to learn from experience, learn by example, or learn by analogy.
Also called “degree of certainty”. A number between 0 and 1
characterizing the degree to which the element of the universe
belongs to the fuzzy set.
A function which corresponds to a real number between 0 and
1 for any generic element of the universe of discourse.
Valid argument form in logic (If–Then form).
A controller that consists of three parts: proportional to the
input, integral of the input and input derivative. Can be also
realized as PI–controller or PD–controller.
A controlled or regulated object or system.
An operation applied to novel input to forecast the future
output.
Training set simplification and dimensional reduction.
A task needed to drive a vehicle correctly.
Estimation of relationship among variables, where the outputs
are the real numbers.
The ability of the system to withstand or overcome changes
without changing its initial configuration.
A block of fuzzy logic controller containing fuzzy rules, which
has a linguistic description of the desired behaviour of the
plant.
All other tasks not related to the primary ones.
A type of fuzzy inference engines, in which the consequent part
of each rule is a linear combination of the inputs.
A subset of data used to learn the hyperparameters.
The range of values for an input or output. The set which
contains all the elements considered in the problem.
Driver distraction caused by “taking eyes off the road”.

Michio Sugeno (1940) – Japanese scientist, mathematician engineer and inventor.
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Symbols
aVx
aSW
aSWp
aSWr
cr
cd
DD
Fx
Fy
Fz
g
ij
JW
kb
L
mV
pb
rW
Tb
Td
TFB
TRB
vl
vVx
vWx
∆v
∆vp
∆vr
∆x
∆xp
∆xr
θ
λ
λopt
μ
μ*
u
ωW

Longitudinal acceleration of vehicle
Acceleration of steering wheel
Predicted acceleration of steering wheel
Resultative acceleration of steering wheel
Radius of road curve
Direction of road curve
Level of driver distraction
Longitudinal force of tire
Lateral force of tire
Vertical force of tire
Gravitational acceleration
Phase current of switch reluctance motor
Moment of inertia of wheel
Friction braking coefficient
Phase bulk inductance of switch reluctance motor
Mass of vehicle
Line pressure of brake
Radius of tire
Braking torque of wheel
Driving torque of wheel
Friction braking torque
Regenerative braking torque
Speed limit
Longitudinal velocity of vehicle
Longitudinal velocity of wheel
Real vehicle speed deviation
Predicted vehicle speed deviation
Resultative vehicle speed deviation
Real lane keeping offset
Predicted lane keeping offset
Resultative lane keeping offset
Rotor aligned position of switch reluctance motor
Longitudinal slip of wheel
Optimal longitudinal slip of wheel
Tire–road adhesion coefficient
Estimated road surface
Output of fuzzy logic controller
Angular speed of wheel
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1 Literature review
This Chapter opens the dissertation with literature overview of related works in the area
of development of the CI–based safety systems for ground vehicles. The focus is
addressed to ABS control and DD detection methods. The problem of systems’
complexity and states’ imprecision are also stressed here.
The Chapter is divided to three subchapters. In Road safety, the concept of
vehicle–environment–human interaction is introduced and their correlation. The ABS
safety concern and related works are described in Antilock braking system. Problem
statement and literature review of recent developments in DD detection and evaluation
are provided in Driver distraction subchapter. Finally, the Chapter conclusion is delivered
in Summary.

1.1 Road safety
Road safety is one of the most important and complex parts of the intelligent
transportation systems. Mary Ward4 became the world’s first recorded victim of
automobile accident in 1869. Since then, the number of road victims only grows each
year. The first ground vehicle eventually was equipped with all four–wheel hydraulic
brakes only in 1922. Until now, for instance, the brakes are the key elements of every
ground vehicle. However, with intensive population grow and consequent increase of
number of passenger vehicles on the roads, braking system can hardly be accepted as
enough for vehicle safety (Post, Motor–vehicle safety, 2014).

Figure 1. Road safety concept and influencing variables (adapted from (Post, Motor–vehicle safety,
2014)).

Road safety roughly depends on three main influencing factors: environment
(e.g. weather, road surface, traffic condition, etc.), vehicle (e.g. equipment, components
wear, etc.), and human being (e.g. driving skills, health conditions, etc.) (Figure 1). Vehicle
involves active and passive safety systems. The first ones tend to “actively” prevent
4 Mary Ward (née King, 1827

– 1869) – an Anglo–Irish naturalist, astronomer, microscopist, author,

and artist.
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accidents in the first place, while the second – to reduce the severity of accidents, when
they do occur (Post, Motor–vehicle safety, 2014). Most of the modern ground vehicle
safety systems are designed, yet, without consideration of vehicle–environment or
vehicle–human interaction. It makes them, on one hand, simple, but, on the other hand,
limited in functionality.
Within past decades, to advance vehicle safety systems, different
environment–vehicle–human interaction concepts were developed by the researchers
all over the world. Most of the impressive solutions have been achieved applying
CI–based methods (Ivanov V. , 2015). Burying in mind only safety functions that are
related to the present dissertation (i.e. ABS and DD detection) and revisiting Figure 1,
the new concepts of safety systems are rudimentary summarized in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Road safety concept and influencing variables of the studied safety systems.

1.1.1 Antilock braking system and driver distraction safety correlation
Despite fundamental functionality and aim disparity, there is a clear correlation between
ABS and DD safety systems. On one hand, drivers’ mistakes caused by DD often lead a
vehicle to exit the road or late recognition of probable collision. In this occasion, rapid
vehicle deceleration with presumed latera controllability is critical, when the ABS plays a
great role. On the other hand, emergency braking with help of ABS may lead to additional
distraction created by safety system functionality. The unusual ABS operation may lead
to changes in road user behaviour (Ashenbrenner, Biehl, & Wurm, 1987). This distraction
may result in additional mistakes delivered by the driver. As a consequence, driver
behaviour may cause to ABS functionality burden or even vehicle deceleration failure
and following vehicle occupants’ and other traffic participants’ life danger.

1.2 Antilock braking system
In this subchapter, the state–of–the–art on advancements in ABS control methods is
reported. The focus is addressed to CI–based approaches that involve more complex
solutions, where vehicle–environment interaction is considered. First, the problem
statement is delivered, then the previously proposed solutions are analysed.
1.2.1 Problem definition
The ABS introduction to ground vehicles was motivated from aerospace industry and for
the first time used on a volume–production ground vehicle in 1978. Nowadays, the ABS
is an obligatory system in almost every country in the world (Post, Car braking systems,
2014). To understand the complexity of the safety problem and the aim of an ABS, it is
necessary to understand the safety concern caused by the vehicle’s wheels lockage
during braking manoeuvres.
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An exhaustive braking torque applied to the wheels during emergency braking leads
to wheel lockage, i.e. the condition when the wheel of a moving vehicle is no longer
rotating. This action, in its turn, arouses vehicle control degradation and significant
reduction of braking force. As a result, the vehicle goes into a slip or/and leaves the road.
Therefore, an ABS (as it comes from its name “antilock”) aims at wheel lockage avoidance
by means of braking torque reduction resulting in steerability maintenance and braking
force minimization (Koch–Dücker & Papert, 2014).
The main problem of an ABS enhancement is its dependence on highly changing
environmental and vehicle condition factors (Ivanov & Shyrokau, 2010). Precisely, how
fast will the wheels lock highly depends on numerous factors: condition of the tire
(e.g. worn or new, pressure, etc.) and on surface of the road (e.g. dry, wet, icy, etc.) or
road–tire friction coefficient, etc. This latter has a dramatic impact on vehicle
deceleration force, what negatively influences vehicle stability and braking distance.
Therefore, to increase the efficiency of an ABS, intensively changing and hardly
predictable environmental factors, namely road surface, must be take into consideration
(Pacejka, 2012), (Koch–Dücker & Papert, 2014).
1.2.2 Literature review
Traditional control algorithms that are characterized with good robustness to noise and
nonlinearities are actively applied in conventional and electric vehicles braking system
control. For instance, SMC (Regolin, Incremona, & Ferrara, 2017), model predictive
control (Jacquet, et al., 2008), nonlinear PID (Tanelli, Astolfi, & Savaresi, 2006), linear
matrix inequality (Baṣlamiṣli, Köse, & Anlaş, 2007), and other robust control methods
were recently developed for ABS. Unfortunately, those approaches always require
complex mathematical modeling and reference slip input, which is in reality vague due
to dynamically changing environmental conditions.
The CI algorithms, especially fuzzy logic, are also widely used in ABS control methods
for both FB and RB (Ivanov V. , 2015). The CI method unlike conventional control
algorithms are successfully applied to highly nonlinear and complex plans, which are
described by ill-defined or lack of precise information. Some of the first patents, where
fuzzy logic was applied to ABS control were issued to the Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. for
conventional FB (USA Patent No. 4 842 342, 1989) and to the Ford Motor Company for
RB (USA Patent No. 5 358 317, 1994).
Simple FLCs with set point regulation were developed for different vehicle types,
including EV with on–board motor powertrain. The optimal FLC designed to maintain the
wheel slip to a desired level on various road surfaces outperformed FLC and PI controllers
(Mirzaei, Moallem, Dehkordi, & Fahimi, 2006). The self–learning fuzzy SMC capable to
automatically generate and reduce fuzzy rules was proposed for ABS to hold wheel slip
at 20% for any road surface (Lin & Hsu, 2003). Later, the authors improved the control
method by introducing the self–organized function–link fuzzy cerebellar model
articulation controller (Lin & Li, 2013). A combination of SMC and FLC, where the latter
serves as parameters optimization, was designed for RB, in which motor torque is taken
full advantage of (Guo, Jian, & Lin, 2014). A control method for a hybrid EV with four
separate wheel drives, where fuzzy logic is applied as a vehicle speed estimator reading
the motor current and wheel speeds, was developed in (Pusca, Ait–Amirat, Berthon, &
Kauffmann, 2004). Fuzzy logic accompanied with genetic algorithm is a strong tool for
PID controller self–tuning for varying road surfaces (Sharkawy, 2010). Those methods,
however, have strong limitation, because they hold only one reference wheel slip (i.e.
15–20%) on different road surfaces, what is optimal only for dry asphalt. This limitation
18

does not allow for adaptation to highly changing environment, because braking with an
optimal slip for dry road on icy one will lead to more than 50% of efficiency losses
(Koch–Dücker & Papert, 2014).
As the reference slip regulation does not solve a problem of efficient ABS performance
on varying road conditions, the following logical extension in the discipline was to
develop road recognition methods. As a result, it was assumed that the road conditions
can be inferred by observing the slip ratio resulting from a given braking force, where an
FLC was designed for an ABS (Mauer, 1995). In (Ivanov, Algin, & Shyrokau, 2006), the
fuzzy logic together with statistical regularities were combined for road and
environmental properties identification and adaptive, self–learning control strategy.
A genetic algorithm crossed with FLC was exploited to obtain optimal braking torque
distribution between RB and FB (Kim, Kim, Hwang, & Kim, 2007). An FLC–based ABS and
traction control system successfully demonstrated that the FLC adjusts a vehicle at
changing environment (Khatun, Bingham, Schofield, & Mellor, 2003).
The fuzzy slip controller guaranteed the highest traction or braking force on each
wheel on every road condition by individually controlling slip ratio of each wheel (Jalali,
Uchida, McPhee, & Lambert, 2012). The FLC and PID merging resulted in torque control
method for various drive–slip conditions involving abrupt change in road–tire friction
conditions. The CI algorithm compensated sudden changes in the road friction (Li, et al.,
2012). A quasi–SMC and fuzzy–neuro–system–based control method for nonlinear
discrete–time system verified in the experiment on ABS test bed was described in (Perić,
et al., 2016). Intelligent FLC also copes with more complex braking manoeuvre than
straight road with even road surface. For example, via fuzzy logic road identification
method it finds optimal wheel slip and ensures wheels lockage avoidance on split–μ road
profiles (i.e. two halves of the roads have different surfaces) (Aly, 2010).
The FLC was used to tune and switch gains of an SMC. The controller coped well with
normal and emergency braking cases under changing environmental conditions and
vehicle initial states. Moreover, the controller showed significant advantage over
traditional PID and conventional SMC (Peng, Jia, He, Yu, & Lv, 2018). Another control
method obtains information about the type of the road by means of fuzzy logic and
controls brake pressure using one more FLC. Accordingly, the method was able to provide
optimal slip by interacting with the surrounding environment (Cabrera, Ortiz, Castillo, &
Simon, 2005). A decade later, the authors enhanced the control method with another CI
algorithm, ANN, where FLC served as optimal slip generator for identified road surface.
Finally, additional FLC determined braking pressure in the braking circuit (Castillo,
Cabrera, & Guer, 2016).
An FLC–based life–extending control achieved significant improvement in service life
by the trade–off between satisfactory dynamic performance and safe operation, where
the FLC predicts the wear rate of the brake pads/disc and modifies its control strategy
on–line to keep safe ABS operation (El–Garhy, El–Sheikh, & El–Saify, 2013). A braking
torque distribution strategy for an all–wheel drive EV with single electric motor, based
on estimation of the tire–road friction coefficient using the fuzzy logic estimation
approach was delivered in (Paul, Velenis, Cao, & Dobo, 2017). The goal was to maximize
regenerative power during deceleration for a given vehicle speed and deceleration
demand on changing road surfaces. Furthermore, the friction coefficient realised with
FLC did not rely on any specific tire model. Some works used the knowledge–based
methodology to overcome the complexity of tire–road friction coefficient estimation (Xu,
Xu, Zheng, Zhang, & Zahid, 2016). An FLC–based control method is capable of maximizing
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adhesion force even without road surface information and vehicle speed signal (Chen,
Yang, Du, & Wang, 2010).
The related works’ analyses prove CI–based control methods’ potential in new
advanced ground vehicle safety systems concepts development via vehicle–environment
interaction. Despite mentioned, it is missing today any relatively simple approach for
connecting environment together with vehicle to obtain highly efficient ABS functionality
(i.e. fast deceleration with presumed lateral control) on varying road surfaces, which is
also capable to enhance energy recuperation for EV via advanced torque blending
strategy, and which avoids set–point–based control. Therefore, the blended ABS control
method described here aims at filling this gap in advanced ABS design for ground vehicle
by using CI algorithms for providing simple interaction between vehicle and environment
with supreme energy recuperation capability for fully and hybrid EVs. Hence, the method
enables safety of occupants, vehicle, and environment concurrently.

1.3 Driver distraction
The state–of–the–art in improvements of DD detection is delivered in this subchapter.
The attention is paid to CI–based methods that involve more complex solutions, where
human–vehicle–environment interaction is important. The DD problem is stated next,
then, the recent advancements are discussed.
1.3.1 Problem definition
Rapid development of IVIS noticeably improves road transportation. These systems allow
drivers for enjoying their favourite music, listening to the news and even for remaining
in touch with their family members, friends, and colleagues while driving a car. What is
more, IVIS, such as navigation, vehicle state, etc. appreciably improves road safety and
efficiency, vehicle maintenance cost and time spent on transportation. Though, driver’s
interaction with IVIS contributes to a newly arose problem of DD. The relevance of the
problem is justified with tremendous number of people (i.e. 3450) killed on the roads
due to the distracted driving in 2016 in the USA alone (National Traffic Law Center, 2017).
In EU, 20% of all fatalities on the roads are caused by DD (European Union, 2017).
Unfortunately, the statistics promise no improvement in the nearest future.
The main uncertainty in DD remains the driver her–/himself, who is often guilty for
multitasking. Driving already demands high concentration and prudence, and performing
ST in parallel only increases the cognitive and biomechanical loads. In addition, it is well
known that “humans are limited in their ability to divide attention between competing
tasks” (Regan, Young, & Lee, Introduction, 2009). There are different factors influencing
DD, and most of them depend only on driver (i.e. current state, drowsy or inebriated,
curiosity and boredom, etc.), yet, the results (i.e. traffic accidents) are always dramatic.
Hence, the complexity of DD hazard is enhanced by human–vehicle interaction, what
makes the problem much challenging (Regan, Young, & Lee, Introduction, 2009).
To this aim, various public and governmental road safety foundations and ground
vehicle manufacturers work together to solve safety threat caused by DD. The first ones
tend to establish road safety policies. Vehicle manufacturers are mainly focused on
vehicle cockpit and HMI technology design to decrease driver’s workload and reduce or
even entirely eliminate IVIS–induced DD (Young, Regan, & Lee, 2009). Counting on every
human uniqueness, preferences, and values it is severe for the vehicle manufacturers to
design mass production vehicles according to each individual needs. Thus, considering
dynamically changing environmental and human factors DD remains serious matter for
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its detection and mitigation, because it appears to be that “distraction is inevitable
consequence of being human” (Regan, Young, & Lee, Introduction, 2009).
1.3.2 Literature review
As there are different sources of distraction (Regan, Young, Lee, & Gordon, 2009), there
are also different modes of DD: auditory, biomechanical, cognitive, and visual. In most of
the cases DD is composed of more than one if not all modes of DD at the same time
(Westin, Dougherty, Depcik, Hausmann, & Sprouse III, 2013). Furthermore, there are four
main attributes to measure DD: behaviour (e.g. eye and head movement), physiological
(e.g. electrocardio– and electroencephalographical measure), performance–based
(e.g. vehicle lateral and longitudinal performance), and subjective (e.g. survey and expert
evaluation) (Arun , Sundaraj , & Murugappan , 2012), (Papantoniou, Papadimitriou, &
Yannis, 2017). The most progressive results in DD detection have been achieved by
applying CI, including ML, which are discussed below.
The subjective measures for DD evaluation were used for very long time and are still
used today. Among the most popular ones is the workload identification analysis NASA5
Task Load Index (Hart & Staveland, 1988), which was applied in DD studies in (Kim & Son,
2011) and (Horberry, Anderson, Regan, Triggs, & Brown, 2006). In (Rajesh, Srinath,
Sasikumar, & Subin, 2016), the questionnaire was used to analyse influence of human
factors, driver space, and driving conditions on perception of mobile phone use while
driving as a distractive activity. The main problem of subjective measures is that they
depend on human examiner’ or evaluator’ opinions.
Different kinds of ML algorithms were explored for DD detection by measuring driver’s
gaze, head, and body part movement, what appears to be the most popular among
existing measures. Gradient boosting machine in cooperation with 3D convolutional ANN
was used in driver drowsiness detection system (Huynh, Park, & Kim, 2017). Random
forest classifier (Lex, Langhans, Lee, & Reimer, 2016) and convolutional ANN (Choi, Hong,
& Kim, 2016) were useful for driver glance region prediction. The dynamic Bayesian 6
network outperformed logic regression, static Bayesian network, and SVM in visual DD
detection (Azman, Ibrahim, Meng, & Edirisinghe, 2014). A semi–supervised extreme
learning machine was combined with SVM for DD detection from eye and head
movement (Liu, Yang, Huang, Yeo, & Lin, 2016). Real time IVIS–induced DD state
monitoring is possible with classifier based on Mahalanobis7 distance calculation
algorithm (Jiménez, Bergasa, Nuevo, Hernández, & Daza, 2012). The fuzzy expert system
is also useful in driver face monitoring for level of human fatigue estimation (Sigari, Fathy,
& Soryani, 2013). Different classifiers (i.e. SVM, k–NN, and graph–regularized extreme
learning machine) were designed for DD detection using driver’s behavioural measures
(Jiao, et al., 2014). Another impressive solution was proposed by combining SVM with
linear discriminate analysis and principle component analysis (Jo, Lee, Jung, Park, & Kim,
2011). Drowsy driving prediction is performed with the probabilistic restricted Coulomb 8
energy ANN (Matsuo & Khiat, 2012). By monitoring body parts of a driver via video
camera mounted inside of a vehicle, DD induced by different STs is recognizable with
kernel SVM algorithm (Billah, Rahman, Ahmad, & Swamy, 2018). Seven drivers gaze zone
classifier applying different architectures of a convolutional ANN was studied in (Vora,
5
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Rangesh, & Trivedi , 2018). The main disadvantage of the methods is that they always
require one or multiple cameras to be mounted inside of a vehicle, what negatively
affects system’s cost and complexity. Furthermore, behavioural measures only
guarantee visual DD detection, whereas cognitive and auditory DD remain unrecognized.
Lastly, some systems require a driver to wear additional devices, such as gaze–tracking
googles, what is considered as distraction itself and for some individuals is not always
feasible.
Another DD measurement mode is psychological, where human’s brain activity, heart
rate, skin conductivity, temperature, etc. are tracked. The brain activity measured by
electroencephalographic signals was used for online early detection of DD (Wang, Zhang,
Wu, Darvas, & Chaovalitwongse, 2014). The same brain activity signals were exploited in
DD detection applying numerous ML techniques, namely decision tree, random forest,
k–NN, SVM, and naïve Bayes (Alizadeh & Dehzangi, 2016). Logistic–regression–based ML
algorithm was applied for drowsy driving recognition from heart rate electrocardiogram
signals (Babaeian, Bhardwaj, Esquivel, & Mozumdar, 2016). Electrocardiogram–signals–based
driver inattention identification method using deep convolutional ANN was proposed
(Taherisadr, Asnani, Galster, & Dehzangi, 2018). The psychological measures appear to
be very efficient, because they track drive’s conditions, which are not externally
observable, and what the human itself is not able to recognize. However, those methods
always involve expansive devices worn by the driver, what makes them unsatisfactory
for practical use. Again, those devices may cause distraction as well.
Popular measures are extracted from vehicle performance, because they directly
reflect ST or driver’s fatigue impact on vehicle safe operation. In addition,
those measures do not need additional devices, because most of the vital signals can be
obtained directly from vehicle CAN–bus. Multiple STs were studied on DD detection using
in–vehicle signals with classifier built with ANN and Gaussian 9 mixture model
combination (Im, Lee, Yang, Kim, & You, 2014). The ANN–based DD classifier from
CAN–bus information was incorporated with forward collision warning framework
(Iranmanesh, Mahjoub, Kazemi, & Fallah, 2018). Driver behaviour was reproduced from
the global positioning system, and Gaussian mixture model was used to capture the
sequence of driving characteristics and classify distracted or non–distracted driving
(Yang, Chang, & Hou, 2010). Extreme learning machine algorithm (Martínez, del Campo,
Echanobe, & Basterretxea, 2015) and SVM (Ersal, Fuller, Tsimhoni, Stein, & Fathy, 2010) were
also efficient in classifying distractive or attentive driving through performance–based
measures. In (Tango & Botta, 2013), the SVM–based DD classifier outperformed other
ML algorithms such as feedforward and layer–recurrent ANNs, and neuro–fuzzy system.
Visual–manual SVM–based DD detection using kinematic signals from the vehicle
CAN–bus and nonlinear autoregressive exogenous algorithm for vehicle speed prediction
was developed in (Li, Bao, Kolmanovsky, & Yin, 2018). In (Miyajima & Takeda, 2016),
the on–road driver–performance–based data were collected, which were used for
predicting the driver behaviour and detecting risky driver frustration.
Ultimately, performance–based, psychological, behavioural, and even subjective
measures can be combined. Steering wheel angle and lane position accompanied with
head movement tracking data are utilized in DD detection with random forest and hidden
Markov model (Schwarz, Brown, Lee, Gaspar, & Kang, 2016). Driver eye movement
crossed with driving performance were used in real–time cognitive DD detection with
9
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SVM (Liang, Reyes, & Lee, 2007) and Bayesian network (Liang, Lee, & Reyes, 2007). Online
DD detection by observing driving data and head tracking with long short–term memory
ML recurrent ANN was presented in (Wöllmer, et al., 2011). The SVM recursive feature
elimination algorithm was built for cognitive DD detection at stop–controlled
intersections and speed–limited highways using eye movement and vehicle operation
data (Liao, et al., 2016). The features from different sources (i.e. audio, colour video,
depth map, hearth rate, steering wheel and pedals positions) were fused for fatigue and
DD assessment applying hidden Markov models and SVM with Bayesian network for data
fusion (Craye, Rashwan, Kamel, & Karray, 2016). Human psychological stats, such as
electrodermal, electrocardio, and brain activities were combined with capacitive
touch and position detection sensors signals for human stress level monitoring
(Mühlbacher–Karrer, et al., 2017). There the cellular ANN outperformed other designed
classifiers based on SVM with radial basis function, naïve Bayes, decision tree, and ANN.
The accuracy of DD detection is very high for most of the previously developed
methods. Nevertheless, they all have a common disadvantage: they are classifiers based
on ML techniques mainly with only two possible outputs, i.e. distracted or non–distracted.
This is not suitable for different HMI technologies for accurate IVIS comparative analysis
and consequent vehicle cockpit design. Therefore, the method described here is
developed to be capable of not only precisely detecting DD, but also measuring its
influence on safe vehicle operation. Therefore, the method assures vehicle occupants
and vehicle safety simultaneously.

1.4 Summary
In this Chapter, the existing problem and concept solutions in ground vehicle safety
systems are introduced. More deeply, the problems of state–of–the–art on control
methods for ABS and DD detection are discussed. Theoretical background of both safety
systems is reviewed with special attention dedicated to CI–based solutions.
The advantage of the methods developed by the author described in this dissertation
next is also briefly highlighted with respect to other related works.
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2 Control method for blended antilock braking system
In this Chapter the control method for managing the blended ABS is described.
The Chapter is divided into three subchapters: Control method description, Experimental
verification, and Summary. In the first subchapter, the control method description
together with FLC design is presented. The second subchapter is dedicated to control
method’s HIL experimental verification. In Summary, this Chapter is finalized.
A better understanding on ABS operation around the maximum tire–road friction
coefficient is achieved by modelling a torque balance of a braked wheel. In Figure 3,
a simplified single wheel drawing is introduced. The variables’ description is listed in
Symbols. As only a straight braking manoeuvre is considered during the ABS mode,
the rolling resistance and lateral dynamics, as well as the side slip angle are neglected
(Pacejka, 2012). Thus, disregarding driving torque, what is true for braking, the torque
balance of a wheel is expressed as (Kiencke & Nielsen, 2005):
𝐽𝑊 𝜔̇ 𝑊 = 𝑟𝑊 ∙ 𝐹𝑥 − 𝑇𝑏 ,

(2.1)

where JW – moment of inertia of wheel, kg∙m2,
𝜔̇ 𝑊 – angular acceleration of wheel, rad/s2,
rW – radius of tire, m,
Fx – longitudinal force of tire, N,
Tb – braking torque of wheel, N∙m.

Figure 3. A simplified schematic drawing of a braked wheel for a single–wheel model.

In FB, the braking torque at the wheel base TFB is proportional to the braking pressure
pb (Kiencke & Nielsen, 2005):
𝑇𝐹𝐵 = 𝑘𝑏 ∙ 𝑝𝑏 ∙ 𝑟𝑊 .

(2.2)

where TFB – friction braking torque, N∙m,
kb – friction braking coefficient,
pb – line pressure of brake, Pa,
rW – radius of tire, m.
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The friction braking coefficient kb depends on brake disc friction area, mechanical
efficiency of brake components and braking factor. Tire deformation due to small impact
is neglected. Thus, both kb and rW are assumed as constants.
In EV, the FB torque is accompanied with the RB torque TRB. The RB torque of the SRM
for saturated phase is found as (Ehsani, Gao, Gay, & Emadi, 2005):
𝑗

𝑖 𝜕𝐿(𝜃,𝑖𝑗 )

𝑇𝑅𝐵 = ∫0 𝑗

𝜕𝜃

𝑖𝑗 𝑑𝑖𝑗 ,

(2.3)

where TRB – regenerative braking torque, N∙m,
j – phase number of SRM,
ij – phase current of SRM, A,
L – phase bulk inductance of SRM, H,
θ – rotor aligned position of SRM, °.
The sum of all phase torques is the output torque of an SRM:
𝑗

𝑇𝑅𝐵 = ∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝑇𝑅𝐵 (𝑖𝑗 , 𝜃),

(2.4)

where N – total number of phases of SRM.
Consequently, a converter controls torque by acting on the phase current ij (Ehsani,
Gao, Gay, & Emadi, 2005). Pertinent sensors measure pb and ij (Zabler, 2014), which are
approximately proportional to TFB and TRB, respectively. Hence, for the simplicity,
the FLCs corrective variables are expressed as regenerative and friction torques directly.
At last, total braking torque Tb is a summation of the torques generated by the RB and
FB actuators.

2.1 Control method description
The main task of the ABS is to decrease braking distance with presumed lateral control.
Moreover, for the EV, the ABS must also feature energy recuperation from vehicle
deceleration manoeuvres. The main task is fulfilled by keeping the wheel slip rate for
various tire–road friction coefficients as close as possible to, but not exceeding its
optimal value. Additional requirement for the EVs is contented by prioritizing the usage
of electric drive actuators. Friction braking torque is added in series, when regenerative
torque is not enough to achieve maximum braking potential on a given road surface.
The blended ABS control method depicted in Figure 4 is identical for each wheel of the
electric SUV with four on–board motor powertrain. It requires integrated signals
transmitted from the vehicle CAN–bus. The method is composed of three main steps.
First, the vehicle CAN–bus transmits signals required for states observation and torque
blending. The signals are vehicle longitudinal deceleration aVx, angular speed of the
wheel ωW, and state–of–charge of the battery SOC.
The wheel longitudinal slip of each wheel is estimated from aVx and ωW. The wheel slip
serves as a first input of the FLCs. Although vehicle body deceleration rate does not
provide friction coefficient directly, the variable can still be utilized for road recognition.
The latter is used as the second input of the FLCs (I).
During the first step of heavy braking, a driver requests maximum braking torque from
the actuators by slamming on a brake pedal. At this moment, the peak deceleration value
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of the vehicle is measured. Therefore, this peak deceleration rate is mapped to an
appropriate road surface, on which the same acceleration peak is achievable. This
maximum aVx is maintained by the FLC via holding the optimal wheel slip during the
braking process. The road recognition is expressed as μ* (VII).

Figure 4. Block scheme of the blended antilock braking system control method for a single wheel:
RB FLC – regenerative braking fuzzy logic controller; FB FLC – friction braking fuzzy logic controller.
The symbols’ description is introduced in Symbols.

In addition, during the deceleration, μ* is reset to zero with a fixed frequency. While
the variable is reset, the ABS is turned off allowing maximum requested braking torque
on the wheels. During this period, the peak aVx is measured again. Hence, if the road
surface remains unchanged, the same maximum reached aVx is measured as in the
previous step. Though, if the road surface changes, the value of μ* is updated according
to the road profile. The reset principle, which is essential in road detection, is described
with more details in (VII).
The road recognition principle is proved to be very efficient in combination with CI
methods, such as FLC, because the CI algorithms, unlike conventional control methods
(e.g. PID, SMC, H∞, etc.), successfully deal with stochastic and ill–defined data. To this
aim, the control method does not require knowledge of vehicle peak decelerations and
optimal wheel slip on every possible road surface. It is enough to know the tire
specifications on most common ones, like dry, damp, wet, and icy. According to their
tendency, an artificial decision–making system based on fuzzy logic is derived (I), (VII).
When the road is neither damp nor wet (i.e. partly true and partly false to any degree
simultaneously), the optimal slip must be held also somewhere between two optimal
rates. For example, when the control method detects maximum aVx somewhere between
damp and dry to any degree of certainty, it is not efficient to hold the wheel slip neither
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for damp nor for dry road precisely. The optimal slip is somewhere between the optimal
ones for those two surfaces. Hence, the FLC inferences these data in modus ponens form
(If premise Then consequence) well understandable for human (Negnevitsky, 2005), for
instance, with following fuzzy rule as: If the road surface value is between damp and dry,
And wheel slip ratio is high for dry road, Then decrease torque to reach wheel slip to
optimal between damp and dry road (X).
Second, the estimated variables, namely wheel slip ratio λ and road surface
recognition μ*, enter the FLC blocks that are designed for the FB and RB actuators
separately. Taking into consideration the input values, the FLCs calculate required RB and
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛
FB torques, 𝑇𝑅𝐵
and 𝑇𝐹𝐵
, to be directed to the Torque blending block. The FLCs
obtain MISO forms.
Finally, the control method decides, how much torque to request from the actuators
(i.e. EHB and SRM). This decision is made thanks to torque blending strategy, which also
simultaneously considers vehicle speed and battery’s state–of–charge.
2.1.1 States observation
The FLCs require two variables: longitudinal wheel slip and road surface derived from
the deceleration rate of the vehicle body. In case of braking, the longitudinal wheel slip
λ expressed in percentage is calculated as (Kiencke & Nielsen, 2005):
𝜆=

𝑣𝑉𝑥 −𝑣𝑊𝑥
𝑣𝑉𝑥

∙ 100%,

(2.5)

where λ – longitudinal slip of wheel, %,
vVx – longitudinal velocity of vehicle, m/s,
vWx – longitudinal velocity of wheel, m/s.
The longitudinal wheel velocity is proportional to the angular wheel speed measured
by the sensor (Kiencke & Nielsen, 2005):
𝑣𝑊𝑥 = 𝑟𝑊 ∙ 𝜔𝑊 ,

(2.6)

where rW – radius of tire, m,
ωW – angular speed of wheel, rad/s.
The longitudinal wheel velocity in ABS mode is determined by integration of the signal
transmitted from the vehicle acceleration sensor (Kiencke & Nielsen, 2005):
𝑣𝑉𝑥 = ∫ 𝑎𝑉𝑥 𝑑𝑡,

(2.7)

where aVx – longitudinal acceleration of vehicle, m/s2.
The tire–road friction coefficient is determined as a ratio between tire vertical and
longitudinal forces (Kiencke & Nielsen, 2005), (I):
𝜇(𝜆) =

𝐹𝑥
𝐹𝑧

=

𝑚𝑉 ∙𝑎𝑉𝑥
𝑚𝑉 ∙𝑔

=

𝑎𝑉𝑥
𝑔

,

(2.8)

where μ(λ) – tire road friction coefficient,
Fx – longitudinal force of tire, N,
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Fz – vertical force of tire, N,
mV – mass of vehicle, kg,
g – gravitational acceleration, m/s2.
This blended ABS control method uses vehicle body deceleration rate to comprehend
which kind of road is under the tires. In this regard, μ is connected to aVx, and, as the
variable has vague characteristic, the road recognition is performed by the fuzzy logic,
which is described in the following subsection.
2.1.2 Fuzzy logic controller
The FLC is composed of four main elements: fuzzification, inference mechanism, rule
base, and defuzzification. In fuzzification interface, the crisp inputs are transformed into
fuzzy sets, each of which includes a MF and a membership degree of an input. Referring
to the pre–defined rule base (i.e. a set of modus ponens form rules) and using an
inference engine, the input and output fuzzy sets are mapped. Rule base is a tabular
representation of input–output relation. It contains expert’s linguistic knowledge about
how to control the plant. The finite number of MFs guarantees the finite number of fuzzy
rules. Finally, defuzzification procedure transforms consequent linguistic outputs back
into numerical value (Passino & Yurkovich, 1998). Sugeno’s type inference mechanism
based on matrix operation is used for blended ABS control method (II).
2.1.2.1 Fuzzification
The first FLCs’ input, wheel slip, has seven MFs symmetrically dispersed and overlapping
between each other over the whole UOD (Figure 5). The input contains a set of linguistic
variables {“slip equals to 0” (S0); “slip equals to 3” (S3); “slip equals to 6” (S6); “slip equals
to 9” (S9); “slip equals to 12” (S12); “slip equals to 15” (S15); “slip equals to 18” (S18)}.
Its UOD is bounded inside of [0 18] limit, which provides the range of values the λ can
assume. The second input is μ*. It has five symmetrically dispersed and overlapping MFs.
Its set of MF values is {“Zero”; “Icy”; “Wet”; “Damp”; “Dry”}. The UOD is bounded inside
[0 10]. All MFs have triangular form (X).

Figure 5. Fuzzy logic controller’s membership functions and fuzzification interface for randomly
chosen λ and μ*: μ (λ / μ*) – membership degree of an input.
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Symmetrical MFs’ dispersion is due to equal sensitivity of the inputs. Triangular shapes
of MFs are characterized by fast response and simplicity. The UODs are selected based
on the inputs’ workspace (Passino & Yurkovich, 1998).
In Figure 5, a fuzzification operation for the designed control method is introduced.
The numerical inputs are fuzzified with fuzzy singleton functions (blue). Fuzzification
results in formation of two arrays, a and b (VII). Each position of the array corresponds
to an appropriate MF’s linguistic value, and it contains a rate of its degree of membership
(value between 0 and 1) for a given input. When the input singleton does not intersect a
MF, its array position value is equal to zero. Thereafter, a dyadic product of two arrays is
calculated resulting in matrix C (II):
𝐶 ≡ 𝑎⨂𝑏 ≡ 𝑎𝑏 𝑇 .

(2.9)

2.1.2.2 Rule base and inference mechanism
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛

The output of the RB FLC is the requested torque 𝑇𝑅𝐵 . In total, it has eleven possible
values starting from 0 to 200 with equal step of 20 between variables. Its rule base is
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛
presented in Table 1 for front and rear wheels. The requested FB pressure 𝑝𝑏
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛
(proportional to 𝑇𝐹𝐵
) Is limited to 150 bar in this application. Therefore,
its consequent values from 0 to 150 form sixteen output options with a fixed step of 10
between each other. Input–output mapping of the FB FLC for front and rear wheels is
introduced in Table 2. Each FLC has 35 rules (X).
Table 1. Fuzzy logic controller rule base for regenerative braking for front / rear wheels.
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛

𝑇𝑅𝐵

[Nm]

λ [%]

S0
S3
S6
S9
S12
S15
S18

Zero
60
40
20
0
0
0
0

μ* [m/s2]
Wet
160
140
120
100
60
20
0

Icy
80
60
40
20
0
0
0

Damp
200 / 120
200 / 100
200 / 60
180 / 40
160 / 20
140 / 0
120 / 0

Dry
200 / 140
200 / 120
200 / 100
200 / 80
200 / 40
180 / 20
160 / 0

Table 2. Fuzzy logic controller rule base for friction braking for front / rear wheels.
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛

𝑝𝑏

λ [%]

[bar]
S0
S3
S6
S9
S12
S15
S18

Zero
20
10
0
0
0
0
0

μ* [m/s2]
Wet
60
50
30
10
0
0
0

Icy
30
20
10
0
0
0
0
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Damp
90 / 70
80 / 50
70 / 30
50 / 10
30 / 0
10 / 0
0/0

Dry
150 / 90
130 / 80
110 / 70
90 / 50
60 / 30
30 / 10
0/0

Figure 6. Front wheel RB FLC rule base (Table 1) transformation into matrix R.

The rule bases are designed to keep wheel slip as close as possible to its optimal rate
on a given road surface. Linguistic quantification for one of the rear wheels in RB mode
(Table 1) may be realised as follows: If wheel “slip equals to 6” And road surface is “Dry”
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛
Then request from the SRM 𝑇𝑅𝐵 equals to “100” Nm (X).
In Figure 6, rule base expression as matrix R is depicted. Matrix R has the same size as
matrix C (e.g. 7×5), which depends on the number of MFs of every input. The same
transformation is true for other rule bases. Finally, fuzzy inference is done via
Hadamard10 product of two matrices of the same dimension, C and R (II):
𝐷 = 𝐶 ∘ 𝑅.

(2.10)

2.1.2.3 Defuzzification
The last element of the FLC is defuzzification interface. Here, the resultative numerical
(crisp) value is generated. For this, two derived matrices, D and C are utilized to calculate
the single output. A weighted average of the matrix elements is calculated: the sum of
the elements in matrix D is divided to the sum of the elements in matrix C. The output u
is calculated as follows (II):

Figure 7. FLC 3D surfaces for RB and FB front (subscript ‘f’) and rear (subscript ‘r’) wheels.

10

Jacques Salomon Hadamard (1865 – 1963) – French mathematician.
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𝑢=

∑𝑀;𝑁
𝑖=1;𝑗=1 𝑑𝑖𝑗
∑𝑀;𝑁
𝑖=1;𝑗=1 𝑐𝑖𝑗

,

(2.11)

where i = 1,2,…,M and j=1,2,…,N,
dij – element of ith row and jth column of matrix D,
cij – element of ith row and jth column of matrix C,
u – output of an FLC.
Finally, in Figure 7, the nonlinear 3D control surfaces for every FLC are generated (X).
The surfaces represent the outputs of the FLCs against the controller inputs (Passino &
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛
Yurkovich, 1998). The FLCs output shows requested braking torques, 𝑇𝑅𝐵
and 𝑇𝐹𝐵 ,
that follow inside the Torque blending block (Figure 4).
2.1.3 Torque blending strategy
Torque blending strategy is designed to maximize the usage of the SRMs during the
braking process without overcharging (i.e. without damaging) the battery of the EV (IX).
Therefore, it guarantees a highest energy recuperation capability on a given road surface
(VII). Torque blending strategy is completed with binary logic. The strategy’s flowchart is
presented in Figure 8 (IX).
First, the algorithm checks the velocity of the vehicle. When vehicle longitudinal speed
𝑚𝑖𝑛
vVx is slower than fixed minimum threshold 𝑣𝑉𝑥
(e.g. 15 – 8 km/h), the ABS control is
deactivated, because the distance travelled with very low speed with locked wheels is
not critical (IX).

Figure 8. Torque blending strategy flowchart for a single wheel.
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Second, when the SOC reaches maximum allowed threshold SOCmax (e.g. 90%), braking
switches to pure FB mode, where the torque for the SRM is equal to zero (IX):
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑜𝑢𝑡

{

𝑇𝑅𝐵

𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑇𝐹𝐵

=0

𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛 .

(2.12)

= 𝑇𝐹𝐵

Third, the blended ABS considers the SRM’s peak performance. Specifically, when
𝑚𝑎𝑥
peak torque 𝑇𝑅𝐵
of the SRM is requested by the FLC, the block supplies the peak torque
request to the SRM and calculates additional torque for the FB actuator to ensure
optimal λ deceleration as (IX):
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑜𝑢𝑡

{

𝑇𝑅𝐵
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑇𝐹𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥
= 𝑇𝑅𝐵

𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛

= 𝑇𝐹𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥
− 𝑇𝑅𝐵

.

(2.13)

Finally, when none of the previous conditions are true, the EV decelerates only with
SRMs as the ABS actuators (IX):
𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑜𝑢𝑡

{

𝑇𝑅𝐵

𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑖𝑛

= 𝑇𝑅𝐵

𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑇𝐹𝐵

=0

.

(2.14)

2.2 Experimental verification
The blended ABS control method was tested in sets of experiments. First, the control
method was applied to an SUV model with conventional FB system (I). Thereafter,
the control method has been combined with torque blending strategy and simulated for
the fully electric SUV with four on–board motors powertrain (VII). Finally, its functionality
was verified against the HIL platform available at Technische Universität Ilmenau 11 (IX),
(X). The outcomes of the latter are presented in this Chapter.
2.2.1 Vehicle modelling and parameterization
Vehicle under investigation is an electric SUV with four independent SRM drives
connected through half–shaft transmission on each wheel as a propulsion system
(Appendix 2, Figure A2.1). A schematic drawing of four on–board motors powertrain
architecture is introduced in Appendix 2 (Figure A2.2). Vehicle and powertrain
configurations are listed in Appendix 2 (Table A2.1) (VII), (X).
An experimentally validated SUV is modelled as 14 degree of freedom vehicle in IPG
CarMaker12 6.0. The model is integrated with MATLAB/Simulink13 R2015a (64 bit)
simulation environment. Visual representation of the simulation allows users for deep
understanding of the vehicle behaviour (X).
The SRM’s torque–rotational speed characteristics are obtained experimentally.
The plots are delivered in Appendix 2 (Figure A2.3). Taking into account transmission gear
ratio (i.e. 1:10.56) and motor’s peak torque (i.e. 200 Nm), the maximum achievable
torque on the wheel is 2100 Nm. The SRM’s dynamic performance is described by the
second–order transfer function (VII).
11

Ilmenau, Germany.
CarMaker is a registered trademark of the IPG Automotive GmbH (Germany, Karlsruhe).
13 MATLAB/Simulink is a registered trademark of the MathWorks, Inc. (Natick, MA, USA).
12
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(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Tire–road friction–slip curves for a modelled with Pacejka’s “Magic Formula 6.1” (Pacejka,
2012) tire on various road surfaces: (a) front wheels; (b) rear wheels.
Table 3. Optimal wheels’ slip rates and vehicle’s body deceleration values for common road
surfaces.

Front wheel λ [%]
Rear wheel λ [%]
Peak aVx [m/s2]

Icy
2.51
2.71
2.66

Wet
5.25
6.09
5.12

Damp
7.81
8.95
7.66

Dry
9.83
11.64
10.03

2.2.2 Tire model
The tires are modelled with Pacejka’s “Magic Formula 6.1” (Pacejka, 2012). In Figure 9,
the slip–friction curves for front and rear wheels on common road surfaces (i.e. dry,
damp, wet, and icy) are shown. Table 3 contains the optimal wheel slip values together
with vehicle body peak deceleration rates for a given tire and vehicle (X).
The peaks of the curves are emphasized with dots, where the wheel slip is optimal for
a given road surface. The region from zero slip to its optimal value is called stable. In the
stable region due to positive force–slip gradient, the vehicle presumes steerability.
The remaining curve region is called unstable, where the vehicle lateral control is no
longer possible (Rajamani, 2012).
2.2.3 Hardware–in–the–loop test bed
In Figure 10, the EHB is presented. The system is based on the slip control boost
technology developed by the ZF TRW Automotive 14. The test rig contains EHB and its
control unit. The test rig’s task is to reproduce real pressure dynamics of the brake circuit.
It consists of the brake calipers mounted on two brake disks fixed with respect to the
structure frame. The test bed is equipped with sensors for brake line pressure

14

Koblenz, Germany.
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measurement in four brake calipers in a range from 0 to 20 MPa with cut–off frequency
of 1 kHz (X).

2

3

1

3

1
2

Figure 10. EHB hardware–in–the–loop test bed at Technische Universität Ilmenau (Germany):
1 – brake disk; 2 – brake caliper; 3 – master cylinder with reservoir.
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Figure 11. Hardware–in–the–loop hardware and software communication.

The ABS test rig is connected to the host personal computer via dSPACE15 electronic
platform (Figure 11). The latter unit serves as an intermediate connection between EHB
system and vehicle model. Its task is to convert signals from digital and analogue and
back. The personal computer runs multibody electric SUV model (X).
2.2.4 Experimental results
The simulation results of the FLC–based ABS control method on various road surfaces
and under complex braking manoeuvres, like curved split–μ, straight split–μ, braking on
changing road surfaces, etc., are elaborately discussed in I. The comparison between no
control braking and braking with intelligent FLC ABS is also presented. Supreme
functionality of the control method proves its robustness to changing environmental
conditions and advanced safety performance of the ABS, namely stability maintenance
and braking distance reduction.
In VII, the ABS control method is simulated for both FB and RB actuators. The results
of braking with decoupled regenerative, pure friction, and locked wheels braking
performance on different road surfaces are provided and compared between each other.
The proposed control method is not only capable of decelerating EV with decoupled
braking system faster than with conventional EHB system, but also of recuperating up to
10.27 % (save up to 17.74 kJ) of energy spent on braking.
Torque blending strategy functionality is studied in IX. The HIL simulation on high–μ
surface is conducted with battery SOC and vehicle speed taken into consideration.
The blended ABS control method showed high efficiency and robustness against varying
road conditions and changing system’s states. During the experiment, the SOC of the
battery achieves its maximum threshold. As a result, the torque blending switched from
RB to a pure FB mode. The SUV continues deceleration with optimal slip without SRMs’
intervention and performance degradation.
The blended ABS control method functionality on real EHB system is performed in IX and
X. The HIL simulation is conducted for decoupled braking system and compared to pure FB
system. The results on low–μ and transient road surface (i.e. from high–μ to low–μ) are
presented. The latter is scoped in Figure 12, where the vehicle starts deceleration on
high–μ surface and proceeds to low–μ one.

15

dSPACE (digital signal processing and control engineering) is a registered trademark of the
dSPACE GmbH (Paderborn, Germany).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 12. Hardware–in–the–loop simulation results of blended antilock braking system control
method from braking on varying road surface (from high–μ to low–μ): (a) vehicle and wheels speed;
(b) wheels longitudinal slips; (c) RB torques; (d) FB torques; (e) road detection with vehicle body
deceleration. Subscript “i” is for each wheel: [front left (FL), front right (FR), rear left (RL), rear right
(RR), f – front, r – rear].
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In Figure 12. (a), wheel speeds and vehicle longitudinal velocity diagrams are plotted.
The wheels’ speeds tend to follow the vehicle body velocity, while the controller does
not allow the wheels’ lockage. The vehicle decelerates with higher wheel slip values at
the beginning of the manoeuvres (Figure 12. (b)). Whilst the slip of the rear wheels is close
to its optimal value, for the front wheels the value is much lower. This phenomenon is
because the peak braking torque for the front wheels exceeds the SRMs limits
(Figure 12. (c)). Consequently, the controller activates the FB to supply the braking torque
gap (Figure 12. (d)). However, the FB dynamics are not as fast as RB’s one, what leads to
the control accuracy losses (X).
The road estimator successfully detects transient road conditions ( Figure 12. (e)).
At the beginning, the peak deceleration is around 10 m/s2, which refers to high–μ surface
(Table 3). After 4 seconds, the vehicle drives on a low–μ road, the control method resets
μ* and measures peak aVx again. As the road surface has changed, a new value of μ* is
recognized. Thereafter, the controller reduces the braking torques (Figure 12. (c)) to
maintain the wheel slip rates close to their optimal values for a low–μ road surface
(Table 3). The FB torque is no longer requested (Figure 12. (d)), because the SRM’s torque
is enough to decelerate the SUV with optimal wheel slips (Figure 12. (b)) (X).

2.3 Summary
In this Chapter the blended ABS control method is proposed. The method uses vehicle
body deceleration to recognise road surface under the tires. Intelligent FLC
simultaneously considers detected road and longitudinal wheel slip to determine an
appropriate braking torque for RB and FB separately to hold optimal wheel slip during
the whole braking manoeuvre for a given tire–road friction coefficient. Hence, the
method reaches maximum braking potential on various road surfaces. The FLC designed
for each actuator and every wheel separately (I), (VII).
Torque blending strategy accounts battery’s SOC, vehicle speed, and requested RB
and FB braking torques. The strategy focuses on usage of the electric motors as brakes
on their maximum potential. The conventional EHB system is added only, when braking
torque generated by the SRM is not enough to keep wheel slip on its optimal value.
Therefore, blended ABS control method not only diminishes braking distance with
maintained steerability, but also regenerates peak energy during braking. Thus, it allows
for enhancing the EV’s driving range (IX), (X).
A set of experiments on HIL test bed was conducted with various road conditions.
The case with transient road surface (i.e. braking from high–μ to low–μ) is presented and
discussed. Thanks to intelligent FLC accompanied with road detection and torque
blending strategy, the control method adapts to stochastic environmental conditions.
Consequently, the maximum deceleration force is reached with concurrently peak
recuperation energy for a given electric SUV (X).
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3 Method for driver distraction detection and evaluation
Present Chapter is dedicated to the DD detection and evaluation method. It is organized
in three subchapters: Method description, Experimental verification, and Summary.
In the first one, the method for driver distraction detection and evaluation is described.
The second subchapter is dedicated to DIL experimental study, which was conducted for
multiple STs. Finally, the Chapter is briefly outlined in Summary.

3.1 Method description
A block scheme of the method for detection and evaluation of DD induced by secondary
activity while operating a vehicle is introduced in Figure 13. The method includes three
blocks. The first one is a model of normal driving performance of an individual
participant, which is unique for every single driver (IV). Next, the distracted driving
performance is compared to the predicted one in the Error Calculation block. As a result,
the performance–based errors caused by the ST are calculated. Finally, the model for
total DD evaluation merges the data from the previous step into a single variable (II).

Figure 13. Drive distraction detection and evaluation method block scheme. The symbols’
descriptions are listed in Symbols. Superscript “t” refers to “training set” collected during the
distraction–free driving.

The main idea of the method is to observe the difference between person’s driving
without distraction and driving under the influence of distractive ST. To explain the
principle of the DD evaluation Figure 14 is added. It depicts one of the driver
performance–based measures, lane keeping ability ∆x.
The transparent vehicle symbolizes driver’s usual angle cutting in turning manoeuvre.
The vehicle’s centreline trajectory is drawn with light blue dotted line. Assume that when
the driver is distracted, the vehicle’s centreline trajectory follows the blue solid line
(Figure 14, filled vehicle). By comparing the normal driving performance with the one
under DD, the difference can be noticed (Figure 14, red surface). This difference is a
resultative lane keeping ability for each individual driver (V).
In the same way the second driver performance–based measure, speed limit holding
ability ∆v, is tracked. A schematic explanation is presented in Figure 15. Again, the dotted
light blue line symbolizes participant’s usual speed keeping ability on a specific road
segment, which in this instance is 90 km/h. On the contrary, when driving under
distraction, the speed of the vehicle was held around 78 km/h (Figure 15, blue solid line).
Thus, the deviation between normal and distracted speed limit maintenances is another
performance–based measure for DD detection and evaluation method (Figure 15, red
surface). Finally, the third measure is the difference between normal (i.e. predicted)
steering wheel acceleration and steering wheel acceleration while completing the ST (V).
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Figure 14. Driver performance–based measure, lane keeping ability: light blue dotted line – ∆xp;
blue solid line – ∆x; red surface – ∆xr.

Figure 15. Driver performance–based measure, speed limit keeping ability: light blue dotted
line – ∆vp; blue solid line – ∆v; red surface – ∆vr.

3.1.1 Driver model
The first step of the DD detection and evaluation method is to predict with a reasonable
degree of accuracy driver’s normal performance on a specific road segment.
The segment is described with an information about the road, namely speed limit vl, road
curvature (radius) cr, and road curve direction cd. The latter is a Boolean type with the
crisp values: -1 meaning that the road curve goes to the left, 0 – it is straight, 1 – it turns
to the right. As the Driver model tends to forecast driver performance, it is also called
the Predictor (V).
The Driver model uses the pre–processed Training set collected for each individual
driver during a DD–free run in DIL experiment. During the experiment, the participants
are requested to drive as accurate as possible obeying all the traffic rules, in particular
by remaining inside of the driving lane and by holding all the speed limits. Hence, they
are completely dedicated to show their best performance from the safety point of view
(VI).
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The model receives an information about the road segment and outputs driver’s
performance, what are the lane and speed limit keeping abilities and the force applied
to the steering wheel. Therefore, the Predictor forecasts driver’s lateral and longitudinal
behaviour on a given road segment (IV).
To complete the task of mapping the pre–collected and newly received data, a CI
algorithm, i.e. ML, is applied. To generate continues output, regression algorithms that
are widely used in practice are exploited (Alpaydin, 2004). Among them are Gaussian
process regression model, ANN, layer recurrent ANN, neuro–fuzzy system, and k–NN.
The detailed information about models design and parameters selection as well as their
prediction accuracies comparison are introduced in (IV), (VI), (VIII).
In short, the k–NN outperformed in prediction accuracy other known nonlinear
regression algorithms (VIII). The k–NN comparing to other CI methods used for prediction
(e.g. neuro–fuzzy system, ANN, etc.) achieves minimum possible training error on any
regression dataset (Goodfellow, Bengio, & Courville, 2016). The principle of the
algorithm’s operation for DD detection and evaluation method is described in (VI).
3.1.2 Error calculation
The second block is Error calculation. During this stage, the predicted driver
performance–based measures generated by the Predictor, ∆xp, ∆vp, aSWp, are compared
to the driving under the influence of ST, ∆x, ∆v, aSW. The outcomes of this block are the
resultative performance, ∆xr, ∆vr, aSWr, calculated using the following rules (III):
∆𝑣 − ∆𝑣𝑝 ,
∆𝑣 − ∆𝑣𝑝 ,
∆𝑣𝑟 = ∆𝑣 + ∆𝑣𝑝 ,
∆𝑣 + ∆𝑣𝑝 ,
0,
{

𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑣 > 0; ∆𝑣𝑝 > 0; |∆𝑣| > |∆𝑣𝑝 |
𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑣 < 0; ∆𝑣𝑝 < 0; |∆𝑣| > |∆𝑣𝑝 |
𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑣 > 0; ∆𝑣𝑝 < 0; |∆𝑣| > |∆𝑣𝑝 |,
𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑣 < 0; ∆𝑣𝑝 > 0; |∆𝑣| > |∆𝑣𝑝 |
𝑖𝑓 |∆𝑣| ≤ |∆𝑣𝑝 |

(3.1)

where ∆vr – resultative vehicle speed deviation, km/h,
∆v – real vehicle speed deviation, km/h,
∆vp – predicted vehicle speed deviation, km/h.
∆𝑥 − ∆𝑥𝑝 ,
∆𝑥 − ∆𝑥𝑝 ,
∆𝑥𝑟 = ∆𝑥 + ∆𝑥𝑝 ,
∆𝑥 + ∆𝑥𝑝 ,
0,
{

𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑥 > 0; ∆𝑥 > 0; |∆𝑥| > |∆𝑥𝑝 |
𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑥 < 0; ∆𝑥𝑝 < 0; |∆𝑥| > |∆𝑥𝑝 |
𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑥 > 0; ∆𝑥𝑝 < 0; |∆𝑥| > |∆𝑥𝑝 |,
𝑖𝑓 ∆𝑥 < 0; ∆𝑥𝑝 > 0; |∆𝑥| > |∆𝑥𝑝 |
𝑖𝑓 |∆𝑥| ≤ |∆𝑥𝑝 |

where ∆xr – resultative lane keeping offset, m,
∆x – real lane keeping offset, m,
∆xp – predicted lane keeping offset, m.
𝑎𝑆𝑊 − 𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑆𝑊 > 0; 𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 > 0; |𝑎𝑆𝑊 | > |𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 |
𝑎𝑆𝑊 − 𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑆𝑊 < 0; 𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 < 0; |𝑎𝑆𝑊 | > |𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 |
𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑟 = 𝑎𝑆𝑊 + 𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑆𝑊 > 0; 𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 < 0; |𝑎𝑆𝑊 | > |𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 |,
𝑎𝑆𝑊 + 𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑆𝑊 < 0; 𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 > 0; |𝑎𝑆𝑊 | > |𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 |
0,
𝑖𝑓 |𝑎𝑆𝑊 | ≤ |𝑎𝑆𝑊𝑝 |
{
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(3.2)

(3.3)

where aSWr – resultative steering wheel acceleration, °/s2,
aSW – real steering wheel acceleration, °/s2,
aSWp – predicted steering wheel acceleration, °/s2.
More precisely, the block assigns zero to any variable, when the performance measure
under DD is smaller or equal to its predicted one. It means that the driver passed the
road segment in the same way as she/he does in normal driving and, thus, was not
distracted. Contrariwise, if the value under DD is greater than the predicted one,
the difference between two values is calculated. Hence, when the performance becomes
worse due to DD, the block detects unusual vehicle dynamic performance and measures,
how much does the ST influence vehicle dynamic performance from the safety point of
view (III).
For a given road segment, positive values of ∆xr, ∆vr, aSWr mean driving to the right
from its normal trajectory, excess its normal speed, and turning the steering wheel to the
right, respectively. Contrariwise, negative values of ∆xr, ∆vr, aSWr mean driving to the left
from its normal trajectory, slowdown its normal speed, and turning the steering wheel
to the left, accordingly (V).
3.1.3 Driver distraction evaluation
To evaluate DD, another CI–based (i.e. fuzzy logic) solution is promoted. In this method,
the main purpose of the FLC is to fuse the resultative performance–based measures into
a uniform output, which symbolizes a level of driver distraction in percentage DD.
The algorithm serves here as an artificial decision–making system.
The fuzzy Evaluator is realised using the same approach as described in (II), hence,
Sugeno’s type inference engine is applied. However, now the FLC has three inputs and a
single output (Figure 13), making it, just like in case with the blended ABS controller
(2.1.2), a MISO system.
3.1.3.1 Fuzzification
The Evaluator input MF’s are depicted in Figure 16. The first input, ∆vr, has five
symmetrically dispersed and overlapping each other triangular shape MFs (Figure 16.(a)).
It has a set of linguistic variables for speed deviation from segment speed limit:
{“negatively high deviation” (neg_high); “negatively low deviation” (neg_low);
“no deviation” (zero); “positively low deviation” (pos_low); “positively high deviation”
(pos_high)}. The UOD is restricted inside [–12 12] (V).
The second input, resultative lane keeping offset ∆xr, MFs are illustrated in Figure 16.(b).
As the first input, it has five triangular shape symmetrically dissipated and overlapping
between each other over the whole UOD MFs. The UOD is constrained between
[-1.5 1.5]. Its linguistic variables are {“negatively far offset” (neg_far); “negatively close
offset” (neg_close); “no offset” (zero); “positively close offset” (pos_close); “positively far
offset” (pos_far)} (V).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 16. DD detection and evaluation method’s input MFs: (a) resultative speed keeping ability;
(b) resultative lane keeping offset; (c) resultative steering wheel acceleration.
Table 4. Fuzzy logic Evaluator rule base.

DD [%]

∆vr
[km/h]

neg_high
neg_low
zero
pos_low
pos_high

DD [%]

∆vr
[km/h]

neg_high
neg_low
zero
pos_low
pos_high

DD [%]

∆vr
[km/h]

neg_high
neg_low
zero
pos_low
pos_high

aSWr [°/s2] = negative
∆xr [m]
neg_far
neg_close
zero
100
85.8
42.9
100
57.2
14.3
57.2
28.6
0
85.8
42.9
14.3
100
85.8
42.9

pos_close
85.8
57.2
28.6
42.9
85.8

pos_far
100
100
57.2
85.8
100

aSWr [°/s2] = zero
∆xr [m]
neg_far
neg_close
zero
100
71.5
42.9
85.8
14.3
0
42.9
0
0
71.5
14.3
0
85.8
57.2
28.6

pos_close
71.5
14.3
0
14.3
57.2

pos_far
100
85.8
42.9
71.5
85.8

aSWr [°/s2] = positive
∆xr [m]
neg_far
neg_close
zero
100
85.8
42.9
100
57.2
14.3
57.2
28.6
0
85.8
42.9
14.3
100
85.8
42.9

pos_close
85.8
57.2
28.6
42.9
85.8

pos_far
100
100
57.2
85.8
100
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The last input is a resultative steering wheel acceleration aSWr, which is also composed
of triangular symmetrically disseminated and overlapping between each other MFs
(Figure 16.(c)). It has three MFs, with a set of linguistic variables: {“negative acceleration
(i.e. to the left)” (negative); “zero acceleration” (zero); “positive acceleration (i.e. to the
right)” (positive)}. The UOD is settled in [-500 500] (V).
Fuzzification is completed in accordance with equation (2.9). Nonetheless, in this
method, there are three input variables. Thus, matrix C takes size of 5×5×3, which is
proportional to the number of MFs for each input of the Evaluator (VIII).
3.1.3.2 Rule base and inference mechanism
The output of the Evaluator is a level of DD expressed in percentage DD. Therefore, the
UOD is bounded between [0 100]. It has eight possible values with equal step of 14.3
between each other {0; 14.3; 28.6; 42.9; 57.2; 71.5; 85.8; 100}, what gives also equal
responsiveness of the output MFs (II).
The input–output mapping is completed via 75 modus ponens form linguistic rules.
The rule base is introduced in Table 4. An example of the input–output relation is as
follows: If steering wheel acceleration is “positive”, And vehicle speed deviation is
“neg_low”, And lane keeping offset is “pos_close”, Then DD is “57.2” % (VIII).
On the same principle as in Figure 6, the rule base forms matrix R of 5×5×3 in size,
where for every layer of 3D matrix a rule base exists. Again, Hadamard product of two
matrices C and R of the same size results in matrix D applying equation (2.10) (II).
Each element of D contains information about certainty of every output MF activation
for a given input.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 17. Fuzzy logic Evaluator 3D surfaces for several constant steering wheel acceleration values:
(a) -500; (b) 0; (c) 300; (d) 500.
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3.1.3.3 Defuzzification
The final stage of the fuzzy Evaluator is conversion of the calculated matrices D and C
back into a single crisp number. The centre of gravity is used, where the sum of elements
in C is divided by the sum of elements in D, applying equation (2.11). The result of the
designed Evaluator is observable in Figure 17, where nonlinear 3D surfaces are
introduced for several constant aSWr values (III).

3.2 Experimental verification
The DD detection and evaluation method is verified in DIL experiments in two stages.
First, the DIL experiment with a single ST exploiting the simple driver simulator was
conducted. The DIL experiment was organized in cooperation with IPG Automotive
GmbH16. Text messaging on a cellular phone while driving served as a ST. The participants
were instructed to have natural chat conversation with an experimenter. Furthermore,
the DD was evaluated only with two performance–based measures: lane keeping ability
and speed limit maintenance. The methodology described in this subchapter was also
true for the single ST experiment (II), (VI). Thereafter, the method functionality was
studied in DIL with multiple IVIS–induced STs on advanced driver simulator (III), (V), (VIII).
The list of the tasks is located in Appendix 3 (Table A3.1). These studies were conducted
in cooperation with ŠKODA Auto a.s.17, and the results are presented in this subchapter.
The k–NN is used in DD detection and evaluation method experimental verification as
the Driver model, because it appeared to be the most accurate Predictor among the
tested algorithms (VIII).
3.2.1 Participants
Thirty drivers without serious physical or mental health disorders contributed to this
study. They were regular participants of the DIL DD experiments, and, thus, were well
acquainted with the simulator. The participants owned valid driving licenses and daily
used personal vehicles for transportation. Five contributors were women, the rest – men.
The participation in the DIL experiment was rewarded (V), (VIII).
3.2.2 Apparatus
The DIL experiment was performed using the advanced vehicle simulator (Figure 18)
available at ŠKODA Auto laboratory in Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic. It is a fixed–base
vehicle mock–up with the screen in front of the wall, where the virtual world is projected.
A two–lane rural highway road with different curvatures and speed limits (i.e. 30, 50,
90 km/h) was modelled in the virtual world. The lane width was 3.5 m. The lane can be
roughly divided into two parts: the one that has a lower speed limitation (i.e. 30 and
50 km/h) with lots of curvatures, and the one that has a higher speed limit, 90 km/h,
but almost straight road (i.e. big road radius). The road shape is identical to the one
existing in the Czech Republic. Its total distance is 10626 m, what takes about 10 mins of
driving a full lap, if all the traffic signs are respected. There were no other dynamic objects
(e.g. other vehicles, pedestrians, etc.) introduced in the virtual world (II). The road shape
together with speed limits is presented in Appendix 3, in Figure A3.1.

16
17

Karlsruhe, Germany.
Mladá Boleslav, Czech Republic.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 18. Multiple secondary tasks experiment test facilities: (a) advanced vehicle simulator;
(b) a participant operating the simulator while performing a secondary task.

A participant is settled down inside the simulator. As the test rig has an automatic
transmission, the driver operates it by acting only on steering wheel and throttle and
braking pedals. The simulator cockpit is identical to the one used in ground vehicles.
Its head–up instrumental panel displays vehicle velocity. All the STs are executed via the
IVIS display, which is placed, like in most of the European counties, on the driver’s right.
The data are collected with 10 Hz frequency (III).
The vehicle and the virtual world scene are modelled with an open source library for
C++18 programming language, Open Dynamics Engine v 5.0 (Smith, 2006). This model
includes vehicle body, suspension system, and four wheels completed with Pacejka’s
“Magic Formula” (Pacejka, 2012). The vehicle is parametrized according to Škoda Yeti
SK316 with 1.4 liters twin charged stratified injection 77 kW engine specifications (VIII).
The steering wheel acceleration was obtained from a signal transmitted from the
steering wheel sensor mounted on the shaft end of the steering axle. Lane keeping ability
18

An object–oriented extension of C programming language.
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and vehicle velocity abnormalities were calculated from x, y, and z coordinates received
from the global positioning system of the virtual world (V). More information with visual
illustration on the data extraction is provided in (VI).
3.2.3 Procedure
Before the DIL experiment, the participants received unlimited time to get acquainted
with the simulator. In addition, before the beginning of the DIL test, the drivers were well
instructed to the exploited IVIS and all the STs (Table A3.1) execution (III).
The DIL experiment had two steps. First, the participants were asked to pass two laps
in the virtual world fully dedicated to safe vehicle operation. They were requested to
drive in the middle on their lane and to hold speed limit as good as possible. No DD
appeared during this step. The collected data were utilized for the Driver model (Figure 13)
for each individual participant.
For the second step, the participants were requested to continue driving following all
the traffic rules as accurate as feasible, though, this time they were requested to submit
a ST in parallel to vehicle control. The drivers had no time restriction for the STs
execution. What is more, each task was called with a reasonable time delay. Therefore,
the participants drove roughly equal time under DD and free from secondary activity (III).
The experimenter sent the vocal order to execute a random ST from the list (Table A3.1).
Each ST was executed several times during the experiment. When ST is accomplished,
the driver sent a feedback via windshield washer switch behind the steering wheel. If the
task is correctly completed, the driver heard a vocal signal that informed about the
correctness of the submitted task. When the task is wrong and the participant did not
hear the vocal confirmation, she/he had to perform the ST again (VIII).
3.2.4 Experimental results
The results of DD detection and evaluation for a random DIL experiment participant are
introduced. During the experiment each driver drove more than two laps under
distraction. Nevertheless, for better observability the results from only one lap (i.e. 10
minutes of experimentation) are presented. The DD detection and evaluation is realized
offline after the data collection phase (3.2.3).
3.2.4.1 Driver model
In Figure 19, the prediction results (blue curve) versus the training set (black curve) are
presented. The bright green curve represents the information about the road segment,
namely speed limit (Figure 19.(a)) and curvature (Figure 19.(b)). The small radius
designates a sharp turn, while the big radius – almost straight road.
The speed deviation on a 50 km/h speed limit road segment (Figure 19.(a), from 630 to
890 s) is relatively low, in average 3 km/h below the limit (i.e. 47 km/h). The k–NN well
copes with this data, and accurately predicts this speed maintenance ability. On the other
hand, when the participant drove on high speed limit segment (Figure 19.(a), from 900 to
1200 s), in average the vehicle speed was up to 5 km/h lower. This approximation is also
true for the Predictor.
Lane keeping ability is depicted in Figure 19.(b). The model precisely predicts driver’s
performance on a low speed limit segment (Figure 19.(b), from 630 to 890 s).
This segment is characterized with numerous different road curvatures (bright green
line). On the straight road segment (Figure 19.(b), from 900 to 1200 s) the lane keeping
ability is averaged to almost constant variable, 0.1 m (blue line), what means that the
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driver stayed in the middle of the lane almost for the whole segment. However, it was
not true in practice (black curve).

60

vl [km/h]

90

30

(a)

0

cr [m]

1000

-1000

(b)

(c)
Figure 19. Driver performance prediction in comparison to training set: (a) vehicle speed deviation;
(b) lane keeping offset; (c) steering wheel acceleration.

In case of steering wheel acceleration (Figure 19.(c)), high acceleration rates were
predicted and indeed were executed on curvy road segment ( Figure 19.(c), from 630 to
890 s). On the contrary, low acceleration rates were recognized by the Predictor on
straight road segment with high speed limit (Figure 19.(c), from 900 to 1200 s). This is
logical, because the one does not need to act actively on steering wheel on a straight
road.
In short, the prediction is not accurate enough for some performance–based variables
on some specific road segments, what can negatively affect the DD detection and
evaluation method functionality. The accuracy losses can be explained with highly
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nonlinear data of human behaviour and complexity of the driver modelling challenges.
Nevertheless, for this application the driver modelling is accepted as satisfactory, due to
relatively low mean square error for each variable (VI).
In Figure 20, the predicted performance versus the driving under the influence of DD is
introduced. The grey background on each figure depicts the period of ST execution. The
black–colour number on the grey background on top of each figure is the number of the
ST (Table A3.1). The blue curve is again the variable forecasted by the Driver model, and
red curve is distracted driving.
For instance, the driver significantly dropped the speed of the vehicle, while
completing the task number 9 (media item selection) (Figure 20.(a)). The prediction
assigns around 3 km/h speed deviation on this segment, yet, the speed was decreased
by more than 20 km/h when submitting the ST. For the same ST, the driver failed to keep
the lane (Figure 20.(b)) as she/he stayed relatively far to the left from the middle lane
instead of predicted 0.5 m to the right of the road lane centre. Needless to say, the
acceleration of the steering wheel was very high to both the left and the right directions
(Figure 20.(c)), what is unusual for the given driver. It symbolizes that the driver had to
act on a steering wheel very intensively to pass the curvy segment. In addition, the task
took the driver considerable time to complete.
Another example is noticed in case of the tasks 14 and 15 (both are operation in IVIS
navigation). Both STs lead the driver to diminish the speed (Figure 20.(a)): the velocity was
dropped to 75 km/h on a 90 km/h speed limit segment. The Predictor instead outputs
not more than 5 km/h, what is normal for this participant.
Moreover, while operating the in–vehicle navigation system, the driver conducted a
swing manoeuvre completing task 14 and went too far from the middle lane to the left
submitting the task number 15 (Figure 20.(b)). These manoeuvres were especially
dangerous for holding the stability of the vehicle, even if the road was almost straight.
What is more, the tasks were performed on high speed limit road (90 km/h), what makes
the mentioned mistakes more dangerous for the driver and other traffic participants.
For steering wheel acceleration (Figure 20.(c)), the ST number 14 and 15 were
noticeably demanding. Again, considering almost straight road of the segment,
the prediction suggests that the minimum force must be applied on a steering wheel by
the driver. Though, the participant had to energetically act on the steering wheel.
On one hand, some tasks lead to comparative impact on driver’s control over the
vehicle. For this driver, the tasks number 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, and 15 were very influential.
They caused speed decrease, what normally would irritate other traffic members.
Simultaneously, the DD was the reason for departing the driving lane and unnecessarily
active control of the steering wheel. The first one is a potential danger of collision, while
the second one – of vehicle stability degradation.
Contrariwise, there are STs, which execution while driving does not affect driver’s
behaviour. For example, tasks 3, 4, 10, and 11 did not cause the driver either to
increase/decrease vehicle velocity, or to drive the car off the driving lane, or to drastically
act on the steering wheel (Figure 20). Consequently, by comparing the predicted driver
performance to the performance under the influence of the ST, the abnormal driving
behaviour can be easily recognized. Taking into consideration that this behaviour is
accompanied with distractive ST accomplishment, it can be concluded that the method
is effectively capable of DD detection.
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Figure 20. Driving with ST accomplishment versus driver performance prediction: (a) vehicle speed
deviation; (b) lane keeping offset; (c) steering wheel acceleration.

3.2.4.2 Resultative performance
The resultative driving performance, ∆vr, ∆xr, aSWr, diagrams are presented in Figure 21.
The red curve depicts driver’s performance while completing the STs. The purple lines
are the resultative performances, which are the products of equations (3.1) – (3.3).
The plots show the difference between predicted and real values. Fundamentally, the
purple curve is a difference between red and blue plots from Figure 20 for each
performance–based variable.
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Figure 21. Resultative driver performance–based measures versus driving with secondary task
accomplishment: (a) vehicle speed deviation; (b) lane keeping offset; (c) steering wheel
acceleration.

3.2.4.3 Driver distraction evaluation
The final stage of the method is DD evaluation with fuzzy logic. The results of
performance–based data fusion by the FLC are shown in Figure 22. The black area shows
the level of DD expressed in percentage.
In 3.2.4.2, it has been concluded that STs 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, and 15 were very demanding,
what caused considerable variation in driver’s vehicle operation. This variation had
sensible impact on safe vehicle driving. As a result, the fuzzy–logic–based Evaluator
measures exclusively high level of DD for these STs, while for the other tasks and also for
normal driving with ST (white background) the level of DD is very low, less than 20%.
Driver distraction remains high even after ST fulfilment. As it has been noticed by the
experimenter, it happens, because the drivers, after completing the ST, realize their
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performance errors and try to correct them as fast as feasible. This leads to additional
mistakes in vehicle control. Therefore, DD is dangerous not only during the IVIS
operation, but also after the secondary activity execution.
3 8
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1 4 11 1 2 6

5 14

7

15 3 10

Figure 22. Driver distraction evaluation.

3.3 Summary
The DD detection and evaluation method based on CI algorithms combination is
described in this Chapter. The method contains three blocks: a unique for each individual
Driver model, a subsystem for driver performance errors measurement, and total DD
calculation with fuzzy logic. The method tends to predict human performance on a given
road segment using previously collected data. This performance is then compared to
driving under DD. At last, the result of the data comparison passes through
fuzzy–logic–based Evaluator to turn into the conclusive level of DD measured in
percentage (VI).
A sub–block of the method, Driver model (Figure 13), is completed with ML algorithm.
It acquires an information about the road (i.e. curvature, direction, and speed limit) and
generates vehicle dynamic performance on a given road segment. Several nonlinear
regression methods were examined on accuracy of driver performance prediction (VIII).
The most precise model was achieved using k–NN, which is recommended for creating a
unique driver performance model for each person for DD and autonomous driving
research (IV).
The method is verified in a set of DIL experiments with real people. First, a single ST’s
(i.e. text messaging on a cellular phone) impact on DD was studied on a simple car
simulator (II), (VI). The final experiment was conducted on an advanced driver simulator
with an identical to ground vehicles cockpit. Multiple STs from IVIS were studied on their
influence on DD. The methodology is divided to two phases. During the first one the data
from DD–free driving is collected for driver performance modelling. The second stage
involves ST accomplishment in parallel to driving a vehicle (III), (V), (VIII).
The results showed that the method is efficient in abnormal driving recognition
simultaneously considering multiple performance–based measures. From the recognized
unusual behaviour, the method is capable of not only detecting DD, but also of precisely
measuring its level. Hence, it allows for studying the secondary activity impact on safe
vehicle control and for comparative analysis of different STs’ influences on DD.
The method is exploited as a benchmark for safe and intuitive IVIS design with minimum
DD in passenger vehicles (VI).
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4 Conclusions and future works
4.1 Conclusions
In addition to transportation, vehicle technology (i.e. marine, air, and ground vehicles)
must ensure safety of occupants, goods, and environment, which has higher priority than
time or cost. Vehicle safety systems address a large variety of safety matters such as
providing optimal stability control, collision avoidance, enhanced vehicle handling, etc.
One of the oldest vehicle safety systems, ABS, aims at decelerating a vehicle as fast as
possible along with simultaneous maintaining steerability and driving stability during an
emergency braking manoeuvre. Furthermore, in addition to vehicle longitudinal and
lateral control, traffic perception, root planning, etc., drivers often perform secondary
activities, like interaction with IVIS. Due to exceeding multitasking, ST–induced DD
contributes to a significantly large number of traffic accidents with fatal outcomes.
Therefore, DD elimination is a vital challenge for human, vehicle, and environmental
safety.
To meet rapidly expanding safety requests, the FLC–based blended ABS control
method accompanied with simple, yet effective road surface recognition is herein
presented. With respect to other related works analysed in subchapter 1.2.2, the MISO
structured FLC recognizes road surface and holds optimal wheel slip simultaneously for
each wheel of electric SUV separately. Hence, the CI method works as a vehicle–environment
interaction and as a controller at the same time and can potentially be adopted to any
other ground vehicle. The offered control method avoids complex mathematical
modelling, state estimation, and feedback control loop. What is more, it secures an
efficient interaction between ill–defined environment and vehicle for such a complex and
nonlinear plant, like ABS.
The road identification is accomplished through vehicle body deceleration rate and
inferenced by the FLC, which serves as a knowledge–based artificial decision–making
system. By tracking current wheel slip, the same FLC determines optimal braking torque
for both FB and RB actuators to ensure maximum efficient deceleration on a various road
surfaces. The systems are blended to achieve high safety performance during emergency
braking. Priority is given to the RB with electric motors to maximize energy recuperation
on a given road surface. Only when the torque generated from electric motors is not
enough to reach the optimal slip, the control method requests additional braking force
from the conventional FB. Moreover, the blending strategy considers the SOC of a
battery to make sure that it will not lead to overcharge during energy recuperation.
Therefore, the new blended mechanism allows for recovering as much energy as possible
from braking manoeuvres, decelerating vehicle as fast as feasible, and mitigating the use
of conventional braking, hence, reducing the energy dissipation.
The blended ABS control method is verified in HIL test with experimentally validated
electric SUV equipped with four on–board electric motors. The HIL platform features a
personal computer connected to the EHB test rig capable of reproducing real pressure
dynamics of the brake circuit and simulating a variety of tire–road adhesions conditions
and brake blending scenarios. The experiment is conducted on transient road surface.
The results promise vehicle’s stopping distance decrease in comparison to deceleration
with only conventional EHB or no ABS activation. In addition, torque blending strategy
allows for up to 10% of energy recovery and simultaneous vehicle battery safety
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consideration. The results also demonstrate method’s robustness against dynamically
changing environment and ABS’s supreme safety feature functionality.
From the other side, the state–of–the–art solutions analysed in 1.3.2 propose
accurate DD detection in human interacting with ST. The common disadvantage of the
conventional approaches is binary classification allowing for output only two variables:
distracted/non–distracted. This simple classification is not sufficient for precise HMI
technology comparative analysis and consequent ground vehicle cockpit design
prioritizing occupants and vehicle safety on fullest. Therefore, a new method is herein
introduced capable not only to detect DD, but also to measure and evaluate its impact
on vehicle dynamic performance by solving a nonlinear regression problem. This method
is essential for passenger vehicle cockpit and HMI technology design.
The method combines CI algorithms. It includes several steps: a model of normal
driving for each individual person built with ML techniques; a subsystem for
performance–based errors calculation; and an intelligent module for data fusion and
total level of DD evaluation. The ML defines a usual driver performance on a specific road
segment. To recognize DD, a normal driving is compared to a distracted human
behaviour. The final step is fulfilled with FLC, whose main task is to evaluate and measure
the level of DD in percentage referring to vehicle dynamic performance errors.
A novel driver model is introduced in a framework of the DD detection and evaluation
methodology. It accepts an information about the road environment, namely road
segment speed limitation, direction, and curvature, and outputs each individual driver’s
road lane keeping and speed maintenance abilities and steering wheel force. Hence,
a model forecasts, how accurate each driver performs on various road segments from
safety point of view. Several most superb and practically applicable ML algorithms for
nonlinear regression are compared on a precision of driver performance prediction.
The k–NN outperformed such other studied algorithms as ANN, fuzzy–neural system,
layer–recurrent ANN, and Gaussian process regression models.
The designed method is verified on a fixed–base vehicle simulator identical to ground
vehicles. Virtual world is shown on the wall in front of the test rig. Thirty drivers
contributed to the DIL experimental study. Several IVIS operations were exploited as STs.
The DIL results demonstrate that the method is capable to detect abnormal and
hazardous driving and to measure a level of DD for specifically driver–IVIS interactions.
The results delivered precise measurement of DD level, allowing for examining each ST
separately and comparing them between each other on a degree of safety.
In sum, the experimental results have shown that CI–based control systems
have a huge potential in improving existing safety systems in ground vehicles. With
human–driver–environment interaction, vehicle, driver, and environmental
sustainability are significantly improved. This has been achieved thanks to novel
intelligent control algorithms, namely CI, what is not possible for traditional controllers
due to lack of robustness to dynamically changing environment and human factors.

4.2 Future works
As it is mentioned in Chapter 1 (Figure 1), ground vehicle safety systems are not limited
with only ABS and DD detection systems. There are lots of other systems exist, moreover,
new safety systems will likely appear in the nearest future as the transportation systems
are constantly being developed. In the future, the extension of CI–based safety systems
is planned, firstly, on theoretical level, and after – in practical application.
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Traction control system and electronic stability control will be interacted with human
and environment, because in those systems the latter plays an essential role in case of
efficiency and functionality. Electronic stability program, for example, will take into
consideration road curvature and applied steering wheel angle by the driver to ensure
stability of the vehicle on a changing road surfaces. Traction control system will, for
instance, consider vehicle tilt angle, etc. For collision avoidance system, vehicle must
interact not only with the environment, but also with other humans (e.g. pedestrians,
other drivers, cyclists).
Passive safety systems have also room for improvement, what can be fulfilled with CI.
For instance, ML will be used in vehicle body design, which will be optimal under various
deformation cases. Airbags, for example, thanks to interaction with the environment and
other drivers will be inflating before the actual collision, avoiding traumatic impact on
occupants, what can be again completed by CI algorithms.
As for the blended ABS control method, it will be tested on a real SUV with four
on–board motors powertrain. Concerning DD detection and evaluation method,
its slightly simplified version will be used for practical evaluation of the HMI concepts
before installation in ground vehicle. Another possible system’s extension is a DD alert
system, which can be installed in a ground vehicle as an advanced safety system.
Ultimately, the DD detection and evaluation method also misses statistical analysis of
every possible ST.
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Abstract
Research and Development of Computational–Intelligence–Based
Safety Systems for Ground Vehicles
Traffic accidents have a terrible impact on societal, environmental, and economical
norms all over the world. Unfortunately, the number of deplorable road accidents does
not decrease annually even with constant advancements in transportation and road
security. To raise the safety systems of ground vehicles to a new advanced level,
vehicle–environment–driver interaction is of high importance. To some extent, due to
problem uncertainty and complexity, multiple restrictions are caused by lack of
intelligent control methods, what requires multidisciplinary solutions not attainable by
classical controllers. Nonetheless, novel computational intelligence algorithms
(i.e. artificial neural networks, fuzzy system, etc.) open a great opportunity for managing
and creating synergy between complex stochastic plants and human factor. These
algorithms provide capability to approximate qualitative aspect of human reasoning and
decision–making process in human-machine-environment systems.
Hence, the motivation of this research is to significantly improve such essential and
comprehensive ground vehicle safety modules, as antilock braking system and driver
distraction detection and evaluation system, applying the computational intelligence
approaches. On one hand, the antilock braking system complexity is caused by many
nonlinearities, such as the hydraulic brake circuit dynamics and the tire–road adhesion
coefficient characteristic, which considerably depends on road states (i.e. weather
conditions and quality of the surface, temperature, etc.), as well as on vehicle conditions.
On the other hand, driver distraction hardship is resonated with human factor, which is
unpredictable and very comprehensive to deal with.
The developed antilock braking system control method accompanied with advanced
torque blending strategy competently identifies the road surface and supplies optimal
braking torque to each wheel for braking force maximization on varying driving
conditions. Besides, the method utilizes electric actuators on their full potential to
guarantee supreme energy recuperation under dynamically changing environment.
It leads to vehicle steerability preservation, braking distance decrease, and maximum
energy recuperation on highly changing road surfaces, what in its turn consolidates
vehicle, occupants, and environmental safety at once. Accordingly, the new driver
distraction detection and evaluation method based on the driver–vehicle interaction
model provides minimization of secondary task impact on safe vehicle operation and
traffic accidents, as well as human life protection. The machine–learning–based
personalized detection method is unique for each independent driver, what only
increases evaluation accuracy.
The results of hardware–in–the–loop experimentation with real electro–hydraulic
brakes and electric sport utility vehicle model showed that the blended antilock braking
system control method successfully recognizes road surface even under dynamically
changing weather conditions, and supplies appropriate braking torque to guarantee
maximum braking force on a given road surface. Moreover, the control method
concentrates on regenerative braking on its full potential and turns on the conventional
braking actuator only when maximum braking force is not achieved by the electric one.
The results of driver–in–the–loop experiment on advanced driver simulator and thirty
participants demonstrated that the driver distraction detection and evaluation method
not only detects driver distraction induced by abnormal driver’s behaviour, but also
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precisely measures and predicts its impact on safe vehicle operation. The method’s
personalization allows for exclusive interaction between driver and vehicle. Hence, it
promises comparative analyses of different human–machine interaction technologies in
ground vehicles.
Comparing to other existing solutions the proposed blended antilock braking system
is managed by a universal fuzzy logic unit, which serves as a road surface identifier and a
controller simultaneously. Consequently, this research goes well beyond traditional
mathematical modelling, state estimation, and set–point–oriented control in favour of
enhanced system safety. Furthermore, the developed driver distraction detection and
evaluation method, with respect to other related works, avoids simple solutions, where
the output obtains only Boolean variables (i.e. distracted/non–distracted). It results in
continues level of driver distraction estimation, what allows for precise measurement of
driver distraction influence on the secure vehicle control, and, consequent human–machine
interface technology comparative analysis for safe vehicle cockpit design. The method
combines machine learning as driver model and fuzzy logic as an intelligent evaluation.
In short, the dissertation results have shown that the computational intelligence
methods permit a relevant improvement of stochastic ground vehicle safety at changing
environmental and human factors, like antilock braking system and driver distraction
detection and evaluation. Therefore, with the reinforced ground vehicle safety systems
road security, environmental sustainability, and human life protection are noticeably
improved.
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Lühikokkuvõte
Tehisintellekti meetoditel põhinevate ohutussüsteemide
uurimine ja arendamine maapealsete sõidukite jaoks
Liiklusõnnetused kohutavalt mõjutavad kogu maailma ühiskondlikke, keskkondlikke ja
majanduslikke norme. Kahjuks ei vähene liiklusõnnetuste arv isegi transpordi– ja
liiklusohutuse pideva edenemisega. Selleks, et tuua maapealsete sõidukite
ohutussüsteemid uuele tasemele on sõiduki–keskkonna–juhi koostoime hädavajalik.
Mingil määral, probleemi määramatuse ja keerukuse tõttu on ohutussüsteemide
paranemine piiratud tarkade juhtimismeetodite puudumisega, mis nõuab teadmistel
põhinevaid interdistsiplinaarseid lahendusi, ja mida klassikalised regulaatorid ei
võimalda. Siiski, avavad uudsed tehisintellekti meetoditel põhinevad algoritmid (s. o.
tehisnärvivõrgud, hägusloogikasüsteemid, jne.) suurepärast võimalust juhtida ning luua
interaktsiooni keeruliste stohhastiliste protsesside vahel, nagu inimene–masin–keskkond
süsteemid, mida iseloomustab täpse informatsiooni puudumine ja inimfaktor. Need
algoritmid modelleerivad inimeste mõtlemise ja otsustuste tegemise protsessi
kvalitatiivse aspekti.
Selle uurimistöö eesmärgiks on märkimisväärselt parandada maapealsete sõidukite
olulised kuid väga keerulised ohutussüsteemid, nagu ABS–pidurid (blokeerumisvastane
pidurisüsteem) ja sõidukijuhi tähelepanu häirituse tabamise ning hindamise meetod.
Eesmärgi saavutamiseks sõiduki–keskkonna–juhi koostoime meetodid on täiendatud
arukate algoritmidega. Ühelt poolt, põhjustavad ABS–pidurite keerukust mitmed
dünaamilised mittelineaarsused ja rehvi–tee haardeteguri omadused, mis oluliselt
sõltuvad tee (s. o. ilmastikutingimused ja teepinna kvaliteet, temperatuur, jne.) ja sõiduki
seisukorrast (s. o. mass, rehvid, jne.). Teiselt poolt, häirib sõidukijuhi tähelepanu
ettearvamatu inimfaktor.
Elektriautodele on välja töötanud ABS–piduri juhtimismeetod, millega kaasneb
efektiivne rekuperatiivpidurduse ja mehaanilise piduri koostöö strateegia, ja mis
tuvastab teepinna ja loob erinevatel teepindadel igale rattale optimaalse pidurdusjõu.
Pealegi, kasutab juhtimismeetod pidurdamisel täielikku potentsiaaliga elektriajameid.
See garanteerib sõiduki juhitavuse tagamise, pidurdusteekonna vähenemise ja
maksimaalse energia regenereerimise pidevalt muutuvas keskkonnas. Samuti tagab see
sõiduki–, autojuhi– ja keskkonnaturvalisuse. Uus sõidukijuhi tähelepanu häirituse
tabamise ja hindamise meetod määrab inimese–masina koostoime abil muude
tingimuste mõju sõiduki ohutu juhtimisele, mis vähendab liiklusõnnetuste arvu ja
avaldab positiivse mõju inimelu kaitsele. Masinõpe algoritmil põhinev personaliseeritud
sõidukijuhi tähelepanu häirituse tuvastamise mudel on igale juhile ainulaadne, mis ainult
suurendab hindamise täpsust.
Hardware–in–the–loop simulatsiooni tulemused, kus elektro–hüdraulilise
pidurisüsteemi katseseade on kombineeritud elektri–sportmaasturi matemaatilise
mudelige, näitasid, et ABS–piduri juhtimismeetod edukalt tuvastab teepinna
dünaamiliselt muutuvas keskkonnas ja annab sobiva pidurdusjõudu, et suurendada
pidurdusvõimet antud teepinna peal. Peale selle, keskendub juhtimismeetod täielikku
potentsiaaliga rekuperatiivpidurduse peale ja lülitab mehaanilise piduri sisse ainult siis,
kui rekuperatiivpidurdusel genereeritud moment ei ole maksimaalse pidurdusjõudu
saavutamiseks piisav.
Kolmekümne osalejatega sõidusimulaatoril läbi viidud driver–in–the–loop katsed
näitasid, et pakutud ohutusüsteem edukalt tuvastab nii sõidukijuhi tähelepanu häirituse,
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kui ka täpselt hindab selle mõju sõiduki ohutule juhtimisele. Meetodi personaliseerimine
võimaldab unikaalse juhi–sõiduki vahelist koostoimet ja erinevate inimene–masinate
liidesetehnoloogiate võrdleva analüüsi läbi viimist maapealsete sõidukite jaoks.
Võrreldes varem kasutusel olnud ABS–pidurite juhtimismeetoditega, kus olid samuti
kasutatud arukad algoritmid, pakutud ABS–piduri juhtimismeetod juhib protsessi uudse
hägusloogika–kontrolleriga, mis toimib nii teepinna tuvastajana kui ka kontrollerina.
Tulemusena, juhtimismeetod väldib keerulist matemaatilist mudelit, olekutaastajat ja
seadesuurusele–orienteeritud juhtimist, kuid aga ohutussüsteemi funktsionaalsust
kahjustamata. Peale selle, väldib arendatud sõidukijuhi tähelepanu häirituse tuvastamise
ja hindmaise meetod võrreldes varem välja töötatud meetoditega klassifitseerimist,
kus väljund omab ainult binaarse väärtuse (s. o. häiritud / mittehäiritud). Selle
tulemusena on sõidukijuhi tähelepanu häirituse pidevajaline tuvastamine ja hindamine,
mis mõõdab sõidukijuhi tähelepanu häirituse mõju auto juhtimisele. Järelikult, meetod
võimaldab erinevate inimese–masinate liidesetehnoloogiate võrdleva analüüsi ja ohutu
sõiduki kabiini projekteerimist. Meetod põhineb masinõpe ja hägusloogika algoritmide
kombinatsioonil.
Kokkuvõtteks, kõik doktoritöös püstitatud eesmärgid on edukalt saavutatud.
Katsetulemused näitasid, et tehisintellekti meetoditel põhinevad algoritmid võimaldavad
oluliselt parendada maapealsete stohhastiliste sõidukite ohutussüsteeme, mis on seotud
pidevalt muutuva keskkonna– ja / või inimfaktoriga, nagu näiteks ABS–piduri juhtimine
ning sõidukijuhi tähelepanu häirituse tuvastamine ja hindamine. Selliste ohutussüsteemide
funktsionaalsuse paranemiseks on inimese–masina–keskkonna koostöö vältimatu.
Seetõttu, on paranenud uute ohutussüsteemidega sõidukite liiklusohutus, sealhulgas ka
keskkonna ja inimelu turvalisus.
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Appendix 1

Publication I
Aksjonov, A., Augsburg, K., & Vodovozov, V. (2016). Design and Simulation of the Robust
ABS and ESP Fuzzy Logic Controller on the Complex Braking Maneuvers. Applied Sciences,
6(12), 1–18. doi: 10.3390/app6120382
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Appendix 2
Table A2.1. Electric sport utility vehicle configuration.
Component

Vehicle

Battery pack

Electric
motor

Transmission
(on–board
motor)

Parameters
Type
Vehicle overall mass
Front / rear axle suspension
spring constant stiffness
Front / rear axle suspension
stabilizer stiffness
Wheelbase
Track width
Centre of gravity height
Drag coefficient
Frontal surface
Tire type
Tire model
Front wheels tire stiffness
Rear wheels tire stiffness
Voltage
Peak / nominal power
Mass
Volume
Cell capacity
Driving range
Module type
Operation temperature
Type
Peak torque / power (30 sec)
Nominal torque / power
Maximum speed
Motor inertia (without gearbox)
Mass
Dimensions
Liquid cooling system
Operation temperature
Type
Overall motor–gear ratio
Estimated torsion stiffness on
half–shaft
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Description
Sport utility vehicle
1963 kg
25000 / 30000 N/m
17326.8 / 10843.6 N/m
2.665 m
1.625 m
0.673 m
0.35
2.323 m2
235/55 R19
Pacejka’s Magic Formula
2.647∙106 N/m
1.273∙106 N/m
400 V DC
160 / 80 kW
274 kg
0.235 m3
15 Ah (6 kWh)
> 40 km
12 lithium–titanic oxide anode
cells
0 – 55 °C
Switch reluctance
200 Nm / 100 kW
135 Nm / 42 kW
15000 min-1
21087 kg mm2
50 kg
495 x 155 x 282 mm
Water 10 l/min, 55 °C max inlet
-40 – 85 °C
Two–stage reducer with helical
gear and half–shaft
1:10.56
6500 Nm/rad

Figure A2.1. Simplified scheme of four on–board motor powertrain electric vehicle
architecture with control links: CAN BUS – controller area network bus; RB FLC –
regenerative braking fuzzy logic controller; FB FLC – friction braking fuzzy logic controller.

Figure A2.2. Simplified scheme of on–board motor architecture with control links: RB FLC
– regenerative braking fuzzy logic controller; FB FLC – friction braking fuzzy logic
controller; aVx – longitudinal acceleration of vehicle; ωW – angular velocity of wheel; ij –
current of jth phase of motor; pb – line pressure of brake.
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Figure A2.3. Switched reluctance motor drive torque versus angular speed relation
characteristic in traction and braking modes.
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Appendix 3
Table A3.1. List of the in–vehicle secondary tasks.
#
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

In–vehicle secondary task
Volume
Volume regulation
Radio
Media
Context selection
Telephone
Navigation
Radio station selection from a primary list
Radio
Radio station selection from an overall list
Media source selection (e.g. CD, SD–card)
Media
Media item selection
Song shuffle
Call a number from a favourite contact list
Telephone
Call a number from an overall contact list
Insert location
Navigation
Insert next target
Zoom

Figure A3.1. Road shape with segments speed limits.
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